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reetings
Only a few years ago, the year 2000 appeared to be in the distant future and has suddenly arrived. It is our hope that it will be
possible for many of you to attend and be a part of the World Daffodil Convention to be held in Portland, Oregon on March 31 April 2, 2000. We will look forward to meeting and seeing you.
Emerald Light, Magic Lantern and Oregon Cedar are at the top of our 2000 Introductions. Natural Beauty is an addition to the pink
split coronas, with good form, substance and bright color. The unique coloration and genetic make-up of Skyfire are unusual traits
for the garden and possibilities for hybridization.
Canterbury is being offered again this season. World Peace, Universal Chimes and a number of others from this triandrus group
are medium increasers. We regret that we are unable to offer the preceding this year; they are steadily progressing.
Smoothness, heavy substance, broad petals and strong stems, are well deserved terms and could be considered the trademark of
the cultivars from David and Robin Jackson (Tasmania, Australia). Newer ones will be included as well as a number previously listed.
We are grateful to Dr. William Bender's family for allowing it to be possible to offer his excellent selections. This year we are listing two
which have been in commerce and others are planned for the future.
Introductions from the Frey's (American Goldfinch) and our daughter Christine Birch (Gilead), are strong additions to Division 7.
American Goldfinch is a very attractive small bicolor jonquil and Gilead an appealing fertile white.
Christine was married in July and she and her husband, Rodney, are living in Iowa where she is involved in Special Education.
We enjoyed having her home last summer prior to the wedding, and her help digging the bulbs. Our son, Ken, is in Japan teaching English in various schools and is concentrating on preparation for a Japanese language proficiency examination.
If there is interest in quality and newer garden flowers, please note our special Garden Page as a guide for selections and collections.
There are a number of appealing and unusual flowers for your garden, as well as attractive gifts. Please note that more discount items
are available this season for domestic orders received before May 15, 2000.
A special thank you to all of you for your support and much appreciated encouragement. It is our wish that this finds everyone
doing well and that you will experience an excellent growing and showing year.
Best wishes,
Richard and Elise Havens

The American Daffodil Society

OREGON DAFFODIL SOCIETY

We believe that most Daffodil fanciers will be interested in the
activities of other hobbyists and in reading of their experiences.
Moreover, they may have some information to share with those
likeminded. We suggest that you join the national society devoted to our favorite flower. The Daffodil Journal, a most informative quarterly publication, is sent to all members. For additional
information regarding membership write to:

For those who live in our area, the Oregon Daffodil
Society has a very active membership, sponsoring
three shows. For information regarding membership,
please write:
Leonard and Betty Jean Forster
31875 Fayetteville Dr.
Shedd, OR 97377
Phone: (541) 491-3874

AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.
4126 Winfield Road, Columbus, OH 43220
Website: www.mc.edu/-adswww/

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE NEW CUSTOMER
1. Flower Color - Our descriptions are based on observations of the blooms when they reach maturity as they bloom here. The
preceding has involved several years. In many cases, pinks may open a yellow or greenish color. The intensity of the pink color
develops with maturity of the bloom. Reverse bi-colors will open with the corona reversing to a white as the bloom matures.
Many of the red cups develop their brightness with maturity as well. It is not unusual for a double to require more than one year
to adapt to its new habitat and climatic conditions.
2. Prices listed include postage in the United States.
3. Many of you will have interest primarily in garden flowers. Please note Country Garden for additional information on seedling
mixtures, collections and newer forms. If ordering for the first time, collections and seedling mixtures are encouraged to allow
a sampling of different types.
4. Bulbs will vary as to their size and genetic make-up (i.e. a large flower does not always produce a large bulb).
A "Country Garden" on page 26, 27
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Business will be done from P.O. Box 218, Hubbard, Oregon 97032.
The prepared display at 6247 S. Sconce Rd., Hubbard, Oregon, will
be open to visitors between noon and 5:00 p.m. Sunday through
Friday during the flowering season and on Saturday 8 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. We respect and appreciate your observation of designated
viewing areas and open hours.

Meridian Rd.
0
Whiskey 91
Hill Store School

w
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White Meur

Cut flowers are available at the display. If quantities are desired,
please do not hesitate to call us in advance, so that they will be ready
for pick-up. At different times of the season, a few are available in
pots at the display. Thank you very much.

N

Rock Creek

E

Phone: 503-651-2742

Fax 503-651-2792

Best times to reach us are 6:00 am to 7:00 am and 6:00 pm to 9:00 pm West Coast Time
email: havensr@web-ster.com

website: www.web-ster.com/havensr/mitsch/
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PINK GLACIER

GOLDEN POND

2000 Daffodil Introductions
AMERICAN GOLDFINCH

(Frey) 2000 7W-GYY L 81/2"
x N. jonquilla) QEE9/3. Opens with lemon yellow perianth and soft lemon yellow corona, the perianth
lightens to creamy color with bright yellow at base
here petals overlap and the corona deepens to bright
yellow at maturity. Very softly fluted cup, more refined
than Honey Warbler. Very prolific bloomer; two to three
florets per stem. 07-264 $18.00 each.

LEMON SUPREME (Mitsch) 2000 7YYW-WWY L (Limpkin
x N. jonquilla) 2S38/1. Rounded flower opening lemon
yellow, the perianth becomes a deep shade of lemon and
the corona all pure white with a deep lemon rim. The
rim nearly disappears just before the flower goes. One of
the most nicely formed with such heavy contrast. Onetwo florets per stem. An excellent increaser, its ample
supply allows low introductory price. 07-825 $7.00 each.

ANCESTOR (Mitsch) 2000 3W-YYO L 16" (Silken Sails x

MAGIC LANTERN Havens) 2000 1Y-O EM (Lemon Lyric x
Lemon Sails) Y137/1. One of the most interesting of the
introductions for this year. Formed rather like its seed
parent, the color is an intensification of Lemon Sails
(pictured on page 18). The color metamorphosis is fascinating to observe. In our climate, the entire flower
opens lemon yellow, the cup becoming buffish orange
and continues to intensify. If not protected, it goes back
to yellow and then fades to nearly white. Very rounded
perianth with very straight blunt trumpet and heavy
substance with smooth texture, make it a prime show
flower. Has won a Rose Ribbon at a National show as
well as locally. 01-904 $40.00 each.

Merlin) 2R32/20. A sibling to Nordic Rim and
Engagement Ring, a late blooming flower attracting
much attention locally. Large rounded broadly ovate
perianth inherits the grace and smooth texture of
Silken Sails. Small flat corona with light yellow interior; orange scalloped rim finishes a beautiful flower with
grace and symmetry. Excellent increaser with good
health. 03-714 $12.00 each.
EMERALD LIGHT (Havens) 2000 3W-GYO L 16" (Lemon
Tree x Emerald) TEH102/3. One of the best intermediates, related to poets, which we have seen.
Exceptionally well formed with pure poet white, broad,
rounded perianth which accentuates a beautiful corona.
In our area, there is a hairline rim of orange, but possibly not visible in some climates. Broad green eye
extending nearly half way up the cup bordered by a yellow band on the disk shaped cup. Won Rose Ribbon at
National show in Pittsburgh as well as at local show in
Oregon a few years back. Only a few to go. Pictured on
page 18. 03-176 $50.00 each.

NATURAL BEAUTY (Mitsch) 2000 llaW-P M 14" (Spaceship
sib x Phantom) 2T16/19. Among the nicest of the cross,
a symmetrical flower with relatively flat white perianth.
Although the deep pink corona is ruffled, it lies flat,
evenly split into the perianth. Lighter pink near the
base of the corona shading to deep almost red pink at
the rim. Well formed enough to be a high quality show
flower, while possessing style and class. Pictured on
back cover. 11-256 $25.00 each.

/

FERTILE CRESCENT
(Havens) 2000 7YYW-YYW L
(Hillstar x Quick Step) Y91/2. Anyone who enjoys fragrant, floriferous jonquils will find this one to their liking, the well formed broad perianth of deep lemon with
a white halo combines with a cup shaped corona, opening lemon colored and changing to buffish yellow with a
distinct white rim. Well suited for show and garden, as
well as hybridizing, setting copious quantities of seed
00.1j here, even when not hand pollinated. Generally 3 florets
'Y per stem. 07-189 $17.00 each.

OREGON CEDAR (Havens) 2000 2W-GWW L (Misty Glen
x Angel) Y149/6. Very broad, beautiful mint green band
inside the corona and on the outside at the juncture to
perianth. Relatively short corona with wavy edge.
Smooth broadly ovate perianth segments which very
slightly reflex at maturity. Refined, precisely formed
flower, about 90 mm. in diameter. For those who like
perfection and elegance. Only a few to go. Pictured on
page 15. 02-712 $55.00 each.

FERTILE PLAINS (Havens) 2000 7YYW-Y L (Hillstar x
Quick Step) Y91/12. Another from the same cross as
Fertile Crescent, this one was the real stand out of the
series, late in the 1999 season. Another of the fertile
jonquils, which sets seed very freely here. Opens lemon
colored and develops bright white halo, while the corona turns to a huffish yellow, not quite deep enough to be
called pink. Excellent increaser and with tremendous
carrying power in the garden. Two to three florets per
stem. Fragrant. 07-120 $20.00 each.

PINK SAILS (Mitsch) 2000 2W-P L ((Silken Sails x Cool
Flame) x Culmination) 2R24/11. A large flower about
112 mm. in diameter, sporting a well formed, smooth
white broad perianth and bowl shaped somewhat
spreading corona of rich, delectable pink, the rim a
much deeper tone, almost giving the impression of
being a rimmed flower. While not especially close to
measuring a short cup, this may have value for breeding, considering its background. Ample stock enables
low introductory price. 02-795 $10.00 each.

GILEAD (Christine Birch) 2000 7W-W L (Quick Step open
pollinated) VOC4/1. Well formed flowers, opening pale
lemon, the corona becomes pinkish, the entire flower
turning white upon maturity. Broadly ovate perianth
segments with cup shaped corona, generally three flowers per stem. Sweet fragrance, as is common to many
jonquils. Less common is its fertility, setting seed freely
in our plantings. A fine addition to the rather sparse
class of white jonquils. 07-488 $10.00 each.

SKYFIRE (Mitsch) 2000 2W-PP/W LM 14" ((Silken Sails
x Cool Flame) x Magician) 2T18/3. One of the brightest, most unusual daffodils we have seen. Broad white
perianth segments with brilliantly colored cup of
bright red pink bordered with white markings irreguY larly placed along the cup. Has garnered so much
comment when in a display, we felt it may be of interest to someone looking for the truly unusual. Pictured
on page 18. 02-327 $30.00 each.
continued
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2000 Daffodil Introductions (cont.)
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY (Havens) 2000 4Y-R EM (Grebe

VELVET SPRINGf (Havens) 2000 2Y-Y LM 15" (Festivity

x Monal sib) SEH54/1. Well formed and symmetrical,
although not as many petaloids as some doubles, they are
broad, giving the appearance of fullness; blooms early
enough that it may have potential for Southern U.S. gardens. Deep golden yellow with very bright orange-red
petaloids, it needs to be picked soon after open to maintain its color. Tall sturdy stem. 04-918 $15.00 each.

open pollinated) Z021/1. Festivity sets copious quantities of seed, but in our experience, it has been rare to
produce offspring of high quality. This is certainly a
pleasing exception. Very broad sepals and broad
petals, which reflex a bit at maturity, are an even light
yellow. The straight corona is a shade deeper, becoming darker at the slightly rolled rim, and possessing a
hint of pink on the outside at the base of cup. Subtle
coloring with velvety smooth texture makes for a
striking flower. 02-543 $20.00 each.

TICONDEROGA (Havens) 2000 3W-Y00 L 14" (Merlin x
?) TEH108/10. While the parentage on this one says
Merlin x Quick Step, we question whether the pollen
from Quick Step "took." Very rounded flower, impressive for its symmetry. A tiny yellow cup with a broad
deep orange band, stands out and we feel this will make
a superior intermediate, if the measurements in other
areas are similar to its 70-75 mm. in diameter, as it has
been, here. 03-330 $20.00 each.

1999 Daffodil Introductions
AMERICAN DREAM

see page 7

EMERALD EMPIRE

withdrawn

AMY LINEA

see page 8

FINITE

withdrawn

CANTERBURY

see page 8 MASADA

see page 13 RUBY RIM

see page 21

CLAVIER

see page 9

MILLIE GALYON

see page 13 SPRING SENSATION

see page 22

COLOR MAGIC

see page 9

NIGHT LIFE

see page 16 SWEDISH SEA

see page 22

CORAL CROWN

see page 9 PINK HUMMER

PITTSBURGH
SOMEPLACE SPECIAL . . .see page 20

withdrawn

RED PINK SEEDLING COLLECTION—VH2O
—Please view color picture of examples on page 14.
For many years, the red coloration in daffodils was sought primarily from the orange end. It has been a goal of several years
and several generations to develop red through pink breeding. Accent, introduced in 1961 was probably one of the most significant milestones, for it is in the parentage of most of the truly pink reds of today. Audubon (1965) was probably the first to
be classified as a red pink. Cool Flame (1969) and Rubythroat (1973) were introduced and the red pink pursuit was underway. A number more followed and the culmination was Magician; crosses on Magician are being offered currently.
Continuing on the quest for color intensity, it seemed logical to cross Pink Valentine, by Pink Flame, (cross number VH2O) and
a wide range of intense colors and forms resulted. Many have been selected. Pinkish lavender undertones to tomato red are
present and in most cases, the perianths are very white. These flowers would appear to have useful hybridizing potential.
Firestar, Rubystar and Ruby Romance had previously been introduced.
We would like to offer a collection of four VH2O high quality seedlings again this year. Please note it will be very much the same
as in 1998 and 1999. Each will be selected and labeled individually.

99-103

$50.00 per collection

QUALITY - RED PINK

ADS APPROVED MINIATURES
LISTED IN CATALOG

FireStar
Ruby Romance
Rubystar
Premium — Seedling 2V1/1 (Decoy x Magician)
2W-R — well formed — deeply colored

April Tears
Bebop
Fairy Chimes

99-102 one bulb each for $30.00
— value $42.00 —

N. jonquilla
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Novelty Daffodils for 2000
EXPLANATION OF DESCRIPTIONS
In the descriptions of the varieties as listed below, the name of the variety is given first in capital letters, followed by the name of
the originator in parentheses. Then there is the date of registration or introduction. Next there is the classification symbol, composed
of a division number and color code, (see page 29); flowering season, E. for early, M. for mid-season, L. for late. etc. Approximate height
in inches or centimeters follows. Just preceding the price is an item number to be used on the order form.
Following are two definitions of terms:
Corona: The cup, or trumpet-shaped or disc-like outgrowth, arising from the inner surface of the perianth at the base of the segments. Perianth: The six floral leaves, comprised of three sepals and three petals.
Note diagram below.

ACCELERATION (Havens) 1997 7YYW-W L 14" (Hillstar

AMADEUS

(Mitsch) 1997 2W-R LM 19" (Precedent x
Magician) TT10/3. A real breakthrough in color, large
broad rounded perianth of pure white stands in conj,,-trast to the brilliant red corona frilled and expanded
even deeper red than the picture would indicate. It is
almost as if the corona is emitting light. Heavy substance and strong stem. See picture on back cover.
02-957 $105.00 each.

x Quickstep) Y91/10. Another of the fully fertile jonquils from Hillstar. Broad round perianths with
expanded slightly ruffled cups. Fragrant with 2-3 per
stem. Very floriferous, suitable for showing and in the
garden. 07-955 $17.00 each.

ACE

(Mitsch) 1980 2W-PPW M 15" (Accent x Luscious)
F5/1. Quite similar in size and form to Credo, but with
a light pink crown, bordered white. A lovely color, with
vigorous plant, good poise and substance. Attractive
and different. 02-101 $3.00 each.

AMERICAN CLASSIC

(Havens) 1998 2Y-P L 17" (Top Notch x
Refrain) Y57/1. In our opinion, one of the more beautiful of the yellow pinks. Rosy mid pink funnel shaped
corona, nicely ruffled at the rim; silken smooth pale
ivory lemon flat ovate perianth, which is free of nicks
often caused by a ruffled corona. 02-220 $15.00 each D.

(Havens) 1997 2Y-WYY L 19"
(Sungem x Lemon Lyric) XH120/1. Perfection of form
characterizes this flower, as the parentage would suggest. Very broadly ovate perianth of deep lemon yellow, every flower perfectly flat, very slightly reflexing
at maturity. Straight corona opens buff, turning
white at the base, leaving buff yellow at the mouth.
One of our best show flowers. Pictured on page 4.
02-958 $70.00 each.

AFTERTHOT (Mitsch) 1981 2Y-YYR LM 13". Rather small

AMERICAN DREAM (Havens) 1999 1Y-P M 18" (Memento

smooth flower; lemon yellow broad perianth and corona
with deep orange red rim. 02-104 $3.00 each.

x Lorikeet) SEH21/5. Probably one of our best, a most
refined flower with elegant form and heavy substance.
Of smoothest texture, the very broadly ovate, spade
shaped, flat perianth segments of deep lemon yellow
are in sharp contrast to the narrow waisted pink trumpet. Somewhat superior to American Heritage, the
trumpet is more narrow at the waist and the texture is
even smoother. Limited supply. Pictured on front cover.
01-579 $200.00 each.

AFFIRMATION

AKEPA

withdrawn

ALASKAN FOREST

(Mitsch) 1997 2W-W LM 17"
(Broomhill x Canisp) TT23/2. Of the many flowers
selected from the cross, this is the second to be introduced, after Phoenician. Very smooth flower of white,
with spade shaped broad perianth; long straight tailored cup. 02-956 $12.00 each D.

AMERICAN FRONTIER

(Havens) 1996 2Y-P L 15" (Top
Notch x Quick Step) TEH119/1. Smooth texture combines with heavy substance in the deep lemon perianth
which is tremendously broad, the inner petals sometimes touching; the half length saucer shaped corona is
mid pink, shading deeper near the margin. Upon
maturity the perianth reflexes slightly. Always creates
interest when in a display. 02-928 $21.00 each D.

ALL AMERICAN

(Mitsch/Havens) 1998 2W-R LM 16"
(Refrain x Magician) 2V2/1. This is the fourth in our
series of introductions bred from Magician. Seems to
have inherited intensity of color from its pollen parent
and precise form from Refrain. Heavy substance
throughout—flat white spade shaped perianth;
straight, formal, intensely colored rosy red corona,
shaped somewhat like that of Refrain, but with less
ruffle and a bit longer. We think it will be a successful
show flower. 02-107 $50.00 each.

AMERICAN HERITAGE

(Havens) 1993 1YYW-P M 18"
Memento x Lorikeet) SEH21/2. One of the best of this
series, refinement is the keyword for this flower.
Perfectly flat and smooth, spade shaped perianth of
deep lemon gold, with each segment broad and symmetrical. The tailored trumpet is straight with a very
slight frill at the margin. Pictured on page 15. Limited
supply. 01-684 $85.00 each.

STYLE
STIGMA

CORONA

AMERICAN SHORES (Havens) 1992 1Y-P LM 14" (Memento
x Lorikeet) SEH21/20. Perfectly flat broad light ivory
lemon perianth complements a mid pink classically
formed trumpet, which expands slightly, with a beautifully
ruffled margin. Very nicely balanced with excellent pose
and silken smooth texture. 01-660 $28.00 each.

ANTHER STAMEN
FILAMENT

PERIANTH

7

AMY LINEA (Eve Robertson) 1999 3W-GWW L 15"
(Cushlake x Cushendall) #269. For those who enjoy
white flowers with green eyes, this is the best. Perfectly
rounded very broadly ovate perianth, the back three segments nearly touching, as are the front. Bright green
eye extends nearly half way up the disc shaped frilled
cup. Only a few to go. Won Grant and Amy Mitsch
Award (three blooms of a seedling exhibited by the
hybridizer) at the National show in 1992. Pictured on
page 14. 03-589 $45.00 each.

BEAUTIFUL DREAM (Mitsch) 1985 3W-W L 20" (Silken
Sails x Audubon) JJ12/20A. A giant magnificent flower
with a rounded and very broad perianth with disk
shaped heavy substance. The small cream cup is ruffled
and becomes white at maturity. Possesses robust
foliage and excellent plant vigor as well as tall height.
03-124 $5.00 each.
BEBOP (Alec Gray) 1949 7Y-Y L 10". A small round flower
/ of light yellow with an almost flat crown. Very little
V
stock. 07-454 $4.00 each.

ANGELIC CHOIR (Havens) 1995 3W-GYY L 17" (Alabaster
x (Quetzal x Smyrna)) TEH91/1. Pure poeticus white
smooth, rounded perianth sets off the small bright yellow corona accentuated with a distinctly defined green
eye, extending nearly half way up the cup. A most
refined, precise little flower, having capability for shows.
Limited stock. 03-772 $45.00 each.
ANGEL SILK

BERCEUSE (Mitsch) 1989 2W-P M 16" ((Melody Lane x Rose
Caprice) x (Carita x Accent)) KK8/5. The broad white
perianth, outer segments almost touching, is perfectly
smooth and symmetrical, being a bit reflexed. The mid
length moderately expanded cup is deeply colored
intense rose pink with a hint of lavender. Pictured on
page 14. 02-451 $18.00 each D.

withdrawn

BITTERN (Mit,sch) 1982 12Y-0 M 12" (Matador x N. cyclamineus)
JJ76/5. An attractive and unique flower with two or
three blooms on a stem. The frilled crowns are rather
long, and are of a bright red orange if weather is cool and
damp when they flower. In dry weather the color may be
paler. Nice clear yellow perianths of good form. A prolific bloomer. 12-129 $7.00 each D.

ANVIL CHORUS (Havens) 2W-O L 17" (Cool Flame x N. jonquilla) REH11/1. Bright orange cup shaped corona; white
rounded flat perianth with orange underlay. Well formed
intermediate. 02-921 $10.00 each.
APRIL PEACH (Frey) 7W-GPP LM (F31/5 x N. jonquilla)
QEE14/1. A nicely formed jonquil; peachy pink cup
shaped corona with a green eye. Excellent for arrangements. 07-828 $4.00 each.

BLUE STAR (Havens) 1998 2W-W EM 17" (Broomhill x
JJ58/1 (A39/4 x Panache)) UH66/1. The straight tailored
mid-length corona is in proportion to the naturally flat
perianth endowed with silken smooth texture. Winner of
Rose Ribbon (best seedling) and Gold in an Oregon show.
02-251 $27.00 each D.

APRIL TEARS (Alec Gray) 1939 5Y-Y LM 9". A delightful
little flower with two or three exquisitely formed pen/
dent lemon blossoms on a stem. 05-112 $2.75 each.

t9

BON BON (Mitsch) 1977 9W-00R L 18" (Quetzal x Smyrna)
D94/15. An attractive red eyed poet with broad rounded
very white perianth. 09-551 $9.00 each.

ARROWHEAD (Havens) 1994 6Y-R EM 13" (TEH54/2 (Jetfire
x Trogon) x N. cyclamineus) XH95/1. A most unusual
and delightful flower, a bit larger than Jetfire and with
much broader perianth segments, well reflexed. Their
color is deep golden yellow with a distinct orange flush.
The orange red corona is similar to that of Emperor's
Waltz, but a bit shorter and much deeper in color. Very
heavy substance throughout. 06-759 $27.00 each.

BRIDAL CHORUS (Mitsch) 1992 1W-W L 16" ((LeCygne x
Empress of Ireland) x Panache) 2J54/10. Beautifully
formed white rather similar in form to its sibling
Chaste, but more ruffled at the margin. Smoothly textured with heavy substance. Taller than Chaste and
with perfect pose. Limited supply. 01-662 $40.00 each.

ASHMORE (Blanchard) 1974 2W-GWW LM. Perfectly
formed smooth all white flower with lovely green eye.
02-114 $5.00 each.

BRIGHT CANDLE

cJ

withdrawn

CANTERBURY (Havens) 1999 5Y-Y L 13" (Hillstar x N. triandrus var. triandrus) Y93/12. We consider this to be something of a breakthrough, a non-miniature fragrant triandrus hybrid with as many as five pendent blossoms per
stem. Evenly reflexed perianth segments of luscious soft
lemon yellow, complement the bowl-shaped, round corona of a shade lighter creamy yellow. Quite rough
appearing bulbs. Compared to World Peace (pictured on
page 19), the perianth is a bit narrower and less formal
(befitting its class) and generally there are more florets
per stem. A fine addition to Division 5. Very limited
supply. 05-786 $50.00 each.

ASTROPINK (Mitsch) 1993 11aW-P M (C53/11 (Pink Frost
x Accent) x D7/ (Accent x Q97/2)) 2Q8/2. Show quality
split corona of mid pink deepening in color to dark apricot pink near the margin. The corona, fluted and frilled,
fits neatly back against the spade shaped white perianth segments. 11-685 $7.00 each D.
AUTUMN GOLD (Mitsch) 1985 7Y-Y L 19". Perfectly
formed small flower and profuse bloomer. A slightly
flared and ruffled cup is complement to a smooth flat
perianth. 07-119 $4.00 each D.

CARIB (Mitsch) 1980 6W-P M 13" (Y36/2 ((Mabel Taylor x
Interim) x Rima) x N. cyclamineus) KK105/3. A well
formed, strongly reflexed ivory white perianth, and a
long, nicely expanded trumpet crown of peach pink,
being more highly colored on the inside of the corona.
Compared with Cotinga, this has a broader, more formal perianth of much substance and is quite different
in color. Limited supply. 06-134 $15.00 each.

BANTAM (Barr) 1950 2Y-YYR L 13". Intermediate size, very
/ rounded smooth perianth of deep yellow; bowl-shaped
crown banded with orange red. 02-122 $3.00 each.
BARBET (Mitsch) 1977 2W-P LM 13". Bowl shaped crown of rich
rose pink with flat white perianth. 02-123 $4.00 each D.
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CLEARWATER (Mitsch) 2W-GWW EM 18" (Arctic Doric x
Birthright) 1173/1. One of the earlier season long cup
whites of high quality. The perianth very naturally goes
flat with no companulate appearance. 02-527 $6.00 each.

CATALYST (Mitsch) 1995 2W-R LM 17" (Decoy x Magician)
TT3/1. Large, ruffled, brilliant red corona with white
broadly ovate perianth of heavy substance. We feel
Catalyst is another step toward true red with less yellow
/
undertones, achieved by breeding from pinks True to its
name, a catalyst for color intensity. Pictured on page 14.
02-783 $67.00 each.
CAZIQUE (Mitsch) 1982 6W-W E 12" (Y36/2 x N. cyclamineus)
KK105/1. A moderately reflexed, pure white smooth
perianth and a trumpet crown of excellent balance,
1/, being pale lemon on opening but fading to white.
`1 Prolific and with smooth texture and good substance. A
sister of Carib. 06-137 $5.00 each.
CEDARBIRD (Mitsch) 1990 2W-P LM 14" ((Precedent x
Debutante) x Spaceship) LL39/4. Bell shaped very rich
clear solid pink corona with good substance is made
impressive by the widely flanged and rolled margin.
White perianth of spade shaped segments complete the
effect. Pictured on page 18. 02-528 $7.00 each.

COLONIAL TREASURE (Mitsch) 3W-GWW L 20" (Impala x
Green Hills) 2P59/1A. Very beautiful large rounded
white flower with heavy substance and smooth texture.
Small white flat ruffled cup with intense green eye.
Fragrant. 03-526 $15.00 each D.
COLONIAL WHITE (Mitsch) 1994 2W-W LM 18" (Panache
x Misty Glen) TT26/1. Clean white throughout, with a
greenish cast, the perfectly flat, broadly ovate perianth
has a smoothness reminiscent of silk. Mid-length corona, very slightly expands at the wavy shaped mouth.
q
Pictured on page 14. 02-757 $30.00 each.

V.

COLOR MAGIC (Havens) 1999 2YYW-P LM 16" (Lorikeet x
Magician) WH27/1. This fascinating cross produced a
wide array of colors, the deep rosy red pink coronas inherited from Magician combined with intensely colored
lemon gold perianths have been especially of interest.
Some of the selections even possess perianths appearing
quite pink. Color Magic is the most deeply contrasted of
any of the red-pink and yellows we have seen. Bright yellow broadly ovate perianth segments, the back petals
sometimes touching. Long corona, very intense rosy red
pink to the base, is expanded and frilled at the margin.
Probably too large and expanded corona for the most
refined show taste, but with a well formed flat perianth,
the entire flower of heavy substance. May prove useful
for hybridizers. A very uniquely colored flower which has
created much comment. 02-526 $60.00 each.

CEDAR HILLS (Mitsch) 1987 3W-GYY L 24" (Impala x Green
Hills) KK87/3A. One of our favorites, the large green eye
zone, which extends nearly half the cup, seems to dominate one's attention when first observing. The absolute
perfection of form and clean coloration are tributes to
both its parents. Beautifully rounded broad white perianth and deep clear yellow short cup complete the picture. Pictured on page 14. 03-138 $10.00 each.
CENTRE VILLE (Throckmorton) 1976 3Y-R LM. Fawn colored perianth with crystalline highlights of orange.
Deep red, very small cup that may burn somewhat in
the field. 03-140 $4.00 each.

2W-GYO M (Orion x Anacapri)
CONESTOGA
shaped
corona
road
roun of white perianth with expanded bowl
butterscotch with an orange rim and
green eye. Very well formed and frequent show winner.
02-642 $5.00 each.

CHERRY BOUNCE (Throckmorton) 1975 3W-R (Gossamer x
Aircastle) T66/12. Very smooth white perianth which
changes slightly as it ages; the small corona of cherry
red, about the shade of the juice of a sour cherry pie.
03-143 $4.00 each D.
CHRISTMAS VALLEY

COOL EVENING (Mitsch) 1991 llaW-P M 15" ((Precedent x
Accent) x Phantom) 206/11. One of the most refined of all
,,/ of the pink split coronas bred by Grant Mitsch. His goal
was to combine appealing color with a show quality periS
anth and here we feel this was attained. Endowed with a
delicate pink flat split cup and a well-formed rounded
white perianth. Pictured on page 14. 11-593 $12.00 each.

withdrawn

CHUKAR (Mitsch) 1982 4W-O L 20". Large silken smooth
white double with red-orange petaloids. Strong stems.
04-148 $4.00 each.
CITRON (Mitsch) 1983 3Y-WWY LM 18". Pale lemon yellow
rounded perianth; creamy yellow crown becoming white
with yellow rim. 03-149 $4.00 each D.

COOL PINK (Mitsch) 1993 2W-P L 14" (Quick Step x Cool
Flame) 2J79/1. A most unusual and beautiful little
flower of jonquil heritage. A symmetrical, flat perianth,
white with a definite pinkish undertone, enhances the
rounded cup-shaped corona of mid pink. Generally one
flower per stem. Intermediate. Pictured on page 19.
02-686 $15.00 each.

CLASS ACT (Throckmorton) 1990 2W-GYW L 45 cm. (Pigeon
x Green Hills) T72/11/2. A truly distinctive postlude to the
season, this lovely flower consists of a white corona having
a haunting yellow mid zone with a lovely green eye and a
smooth pure white perianth. 02-542 $4.00 each D.
CLASS RING (Havens) 1995 3W-WWP LM 18" (First
Formal x Coral Light) TEH8/1. Rounded, broadly ovate
perianth segments of pure white, accentuate the defined
coral rim of the small cup shaped corona. Makes a
rather rough appearing bulb. 03-789 $25.00 each D.

COOL WHITE (Mitsch) 1991 3W-W L 19" (Aircastle x
Verona) NN34/6. Somewhat atypical of the seed parent,
this is one of the purest white flowers we grow. Flat
I
ruffled cup with rounded broad perianth which resists
tears. A lovely show quality flower with heavy substance and style. 03-592 $9.00 each D.

CLAVIER (Havens) 1999 6YYW-WWY M 12" (Owyhee x
N. cyclamineus) WH166/1. The evenly reflexing perianth of sharp lemon with bright white halo is a perfect
foil for the long tubular corona, opening deep lemon
gold, the corona becoming creamy white with a broad
yellow band. In some conditions, the band has a faint
pink cast. May be a bit slow to reverse in some climates.
A very smooth unique flower, smaller and more delicate
and graceful than many of the cyclamineus hybrids.
Pictured on front cover. 06-118 $37.00 each.

CORAL CROWN (Havens) 1999 3W-P L 13" (Ever Pink x
Jewell Song) TEH6/15. Another from the cross which
gave Emerald Pink and Liebeslied, it consistently
measures division 3 here. The small spreading corona
is intense red pink at the rim and a lighter pink near
the throat, in our climate. Perhaps elsewhere, it will
prove to be a rim. Broad spade shaped pure white perianth lends contrast to the intensely colored bowl
shaped corona. A fine addition to the division 3 pinks.
03-433 $25.00 each D.
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CORAL SPRINGS (Mitsch) 1996 2W-WWP L 13" (Coral
Light x Delectable) 2R1/1. A rather small flower near
the size of Bantam possibly small enough to qualify for
an intermediate. The sparkling white ovate perianth
which reflexes slightly at maturity, accentuates the
white cup-shaped corona with a brilliant coral red rim.
02-930 $9.00 each D.

DELIGHTFUL (Mitsch) 1970 3W-GYY L 16" (Cushendall open pollinated) V03/2. A captivating intermediate
size flower with very rounded overlapping white perianth, and a small green eye margined with a yellow
frill. 03-946 $5.00 each.
DENALI

withdrawn

CORNELL (Mitsch) 1998 3Y-W L 20" (Limpkin x Wedding
Band) 2T47/22A. Elegance and perfection characterize all
of those from this cross which were selected for naming,
among which are Princeton, Yale and Serene Sea. Huge
floAl rounded perianth, opening very pale lemon and intensifying to a mid lemon coloration as is typical with toned
flowers. Corona opens lemon, a bit deeper at the rim, and
fades to ivory white at maturity. 03-135 $30.00 each D.

DESERT BELLS (Mitsch) 1984 7W-Y L 12" (Quick Step x
N. assoanus) 11134/1. Small flowers, two or three on a
stem, with flat perianths and attractive goblet shaped
crowns. Very late in the season, this one is floriferous
and distinctive in that it opens yellow and after a day
or two it is basically white, the cup remaining a pale
lemon. Pictured on page 18. 07-166 $3.00 each.

COTINGA (Mitsch) 1977 6W-P EM 11" (Open pollinated
Mitylene x N. cyclamineus seedling) E07/3. A flower
ck.,D
somewhat like Dove Wings in form but with an apricot
pink trumpet, the color being considerably deeper near
the margin. Reflexed ivory white perianth, and an
attractive flared trumpet. 06-157 $8.00 each.

DOAK'S STAND (Snazelle) 1995 2W-Y M (Wahkeena x
Festivity) 74/1/3. Has proven to be a superb cultivar
in the Deep South because of its very high level of
basal rot resistance and because of its rapid rate of
increase. Clearly a garden cultivar of choice, Doak's
Stand has been shown successfully having won an
ADS Rose Ribbon while still a seedling under number.
02-798 $4.00 each D.

y

CREATION (Mitsch) 1998 1W-W E 17" (2J53/5 (Trousseau x
Paradise) x 2J57/5 (A39/1 x Panache)) 2R26/1. A very
beautiful white so early in the season with heavy substance, waxy texture and pleasing proportions. Funnel
shaped trumpet, with flanged rim. Very broadly ovate
perianth, sometimes the outer segments overlapping in
the back. 01-152 $27.00 each D.

DRONGO (Mitsch) 1986 4W-Y L 20" (Gay Time x Stainless)
LL66/20. This near white possesses very nicely
arranged petals, double perianth with additional segments arranged in whorls, the inner petaloids being
white and yellow upon opening and fading to cream.
Tall strong stem and heavy substance enhances it as a
garden as well as show flower. 04-170 $7.00 each.

CROWN GOLD (Havens) 2W-O EM 15" (Gold Crown x
Paricutin) REH25/1. Flat well formed ovate white perianth; long (nearly 2/3) corona is slightly flared and a
bright orange. Perhaps, it will be useful to hybridizers,
as well as an appealing flower on its own merit.
02-770 $5.00 each D.

EASTER SURPRISE (Frey) 1996 2W-GPP LM ((Rose Royale
x Alpine Glow) x (Magic Dawn x Carita)) QEE7/1. A
very large flower with well formed creamy white perianth. Petals whiten upon maturity. The relatively long
corona is salmon pink with a green eye and frilly rim. It
increases well and is free flowering. Excellent in the
garden for floral arrangements and suitable for showing. 02-931 $8.00 each.

CRYSTAL STAR (Mitsch) 1990 2Y-Y LM 17" (Camelot x Aurum)
2015/20. An exceptional flower possessing perfection of
form, heavy substance and beautiful clean color. Broad
smooth and very flat perianth segments of clear yellow combine with a long crown of the same color. Outstanding beauty and perfection. Limited supply. 02-529 $30.00 each.

ELEGANT LADY (Eve Robertson) 1980 1W-Y EM ((Corinth x
Kanchenjunga) x Empress of Ireland) 199. The broad,
very white perianth is of excellent substance and
smoothness. The bright lemon trumpet is nicely balanced and retains its color for the life of the flower. Its
stem is tall and strong and the bulb is a strong grower.
A very high quality flower for show and garden. Very
limited supply. 01-466 $25.00 each.

CULMINATION (Mitsch) 1982 2W-P M 20" (Romance x Cool
Flame) LL14/1. Quite a large flower with broad, very flat,
well overlapping white perianth of fine substance and
✓
smooth finish. The good sized crown is soft salmon rose.
Contains evidence of pink coloration in the perianth in our
climate most seasons. Has been a consistent performer.
Tall strong stems and good carriage. 02-160 $4.00 each D.

ELIXIR (Mitsch) 1977 4Y-Y L 21" (Gay Time x Daydream)
G69/2. One of the distinctive doubles of this series. The
/ very broad overlapping perianth is deep lemon yellow.
More petals of the same shade are interspersed with
smaller pale orange ones in the center of the bloom.
Good tall stems. 04-175 $4.00 each.

DAINTY MISS (Mitsch) 1967 7W-GWW M 15" ((Rubra x
Coverack Perfection) x N. waitieri) V96/1. A very pretty little white flower, with flat perianth and saucershaped crown. 07-161 $3.00 each.
DAWNBLUSH (Havens) 1976 2W-P M 19". Flat white perianth; corona opens yellowish, then rolls at the edge and
turns flamingo pink. 02.162 $4.00 each D.

EMERALD EMPIRE

EMERALD PINK (Havens) 1994 3W-GWP L 16" (Ever Pink x
Jewell Song) TEH6/31. A beautiful flower, the perianth is
nearly poet white which gives great emphasis to the brilliant pink rimmed short corona. Nicely formed, less prone
to mitten thumbs than some. 03-768 $35.00 each D.

DAWNCREST (Mitsch) 1978 2W-PPW E 16". Thick broad
white perianth; large deep salmon pink corona.
02-163 $4.00 each D.
DECOY (Mitsch) 1981 2W-R M 17". Broad white spadeshaped perianth; long corona opens deep red pink.
02-165 $4.00 each.
DEFERENCE (Havens) 1998 2Y-Y LM 15" (On Edge x
Kingbird) TEH110/1. Very precise intermediate size
flower. Broadly ovate smooth perianth of clear yellow
and heavy substance with rather short bowl shaped
corona.
Perianth slightly reflexes at maturity.
02-790 $8.00 each D.

withdrawn

EMPEROR'S WALTZ (Mitsch) 1987 6Y-Y00. EM. 14"
(B45/14 x N. cyclamineus) NN42/1. A very lovely
cyclamineus parting a bit with traditional standards of
trumpet proportions, for the crown is 3mm. shorter than
J
the perianth. The very broad golden yellow perianth is
nicely reflexed and of good substance. The crown of gold
is heavily flushed deep orange and is widely flanged and
flared. Pictured on page 18. 06-177 $10.00 each D.
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ENGAGEMENT RING (Mitsch) 1994 3W-WWY L 18" (Silken
Sails x Merlin) 2R32/14. Stunning, with its glistening
white perianth and defined sharp lemon rim on ruffled
flat cup. Silken smooth rounded perianth segments are
very broadly ovate. We consider this to be the best of
this cross. 03-758 $17.00 each D.

FREEDOM RINGS (Havens) 1994 2Y-P LM 13" (Widgeon x
Memento) VH18/7. A nearly trumpet length, relatively
straight corona, symmetrically flanged and frilled at the
border, coupled with a smooth lemon perianth evenly, but
slightly, reflexed, makes for an exceptionally distinctive
flower. 02-760 $9.00 each D.

EQUATION (Havens) 1997 11aY-0 M. 16" (NEJ3/1(Chemawa
x Party Dress) x Tiritomba) UH63/1. The first of our
orange split coronas, this one combines the beauty of form
with symmetry and clean color. Rather flat mid orange
ruffled corona splits evenly into the deep yellow perianth.
Pictured on page 19. 11-959 $17.00 each.

GALACTIC (Link) 1995 2W-YYW L 16" (Easter Moon x Wild
Rose) 12/72. Registered in 1985, this flower has been a
1,/ blue ribbon winner in late shows. Substance is heavy and
texture smooth. Sturdy stem and short neck. The white
edge on cup is variable, depends on weather conditions
and is not present until flower is mature. Long lasting in
the garden and a good multiplier. 02-799 $4.00 each D.

EUPHONIC GRACE (Mitsch/Havens) 2Y-W LM 17". Flat
spade shaped perianth; flower opens melting lemon;
long cup becomes white. 02-180 $3.00 each.

GHOST DANCER (Throckmorton) 1975 3W-YOY L. Well
formed white perianth; cup with a greenish-yellow eye,
a broad band of deep orange and a glittering rim of yellow gold. 03-192 $5.00 each D.

EXECUTIVE PINK (Mitsch) 1997 2W-P LM 16" ((Mabel Taylor
x Green Island) x Caro Nome) x Spaceship) LL20/25. Well
formed mid-length deep pink corona with frilled rim. Flat,
broadly overlapping clean white perianth with smooth
texture and heavy substance. 02-182 $6.00 each D.

GOLD BEACH (Mitsch) 1993 2Y-Y M 17". A very large flower
combining heavy substance and keeping ability with
refinement. Deep spun gold throughout; large corona,
flared at the mouth. 02-618 $4.00 each.

FAIRY CHIMES (Mitsch) 1977 5Y-Y LM 14" (N. jonquilla x
N. triandrus) C76/1. This flowers earlier in the season
than April Tears which it resembles somewhat. It is
taller and larger, and a bit paler in general appearance.
Very floriferous, giving three to five or six blooms on
most stems, with several stems from established bulbs.
05-516 $9.00 each.

GOLD CHAIN (Mitsch) 1986 7Y-Y LM 20" (Top Notch x
N. jonquilla) KK99/5. Well formed individual deep
lemon gold flowers are borne doubly on tall stems, the
cup being a slightly deeper shade than the perianth.
The cup, nearly 2/3 the length of the perianth is straight
with a flared frill at the margin. Jonquil fragrance and
heavy substance. 07-195 $4.00 each.

FALCONET (Mitsch) 1979 8Y-R M 18". A delightful rather
small flower with three to five or more florets on a stem.
Deep yellow overlapping perianths and bright orangered coronas. Very fragrant. 08-398 $4.00 each.
FINITE (pictured on page 14)

GOLD COIN (Havens) 1980 2Y-Y LM 15". Deep golden yellow flower with heavy substance; broad perianth; nearly trumpet length corona. 02-196 $4.00 each.
GOLD SAILS (Mitsch) 1993 2Y-Y M 19" (Camelot x Rich
Reward)) 2017/1. Very smooth, the perianth is of soft
clear yellow and the corona a deeper color. A relatively
flat perianth with a bit of waviness. 02-616 $4.00 each D.

withdrawn

FIONA JEAN (Morrill) 7Y-GYY L 12" Very rounded flower,
nicely formed, much the same style as Fruit Cup, but
with a yellow perianth. One to two flowers per stem.
Fragrant. 07-920 $6.00 each D.

GOLD VELVET (Mitsch) 1991 1Y-Y E 18" (Aurum x Arctic
Gold) NN19/2. As indicated by the parentage, a very well
formed deeply colored flower of silken texture. The
straight trumpet has a slightly ruffled margin, and in the
right weather conditions has a distinct orange overlay.
Broad spade shaped perianth segments of deep gold.
Blooms well above the foliage. 01-594 $7.00 each D.

FIRESTAR (Havens) 1995 2W-P L 14" (Pink Valentine x Pink
Flame) VH2O/4. Firestar, one of the brightest of the cross,
has a fascinating array of hues. The saucer shaped corona
has a pinkish lavender midzone and tomato red at the
heavily ruffled rim. The white broadly ovate perianth
lends contrast, which seems to give even more presence to
the bold statement from the corona. 02-791 $15.00 each D.

GOLDEN POND (Throckmorton) 1982 3Y-YY0 ((Oasis x
Green Island) x (Aircastle x Irish Coffee)) T70/2/10. One
of the truly most beautiful of the small cupped yellows.
Golden Pond is a large flower of impeccable form, having
very broad overlapping yellow perianth and a small
saucer shaped crown of golden glowing yellow with a
slightly darker rim which borders on orange. Heavy substance and strong stems give the flowers good poise; vigorous plant. It's true hallmark is elegant breeding.
Pictured on page 4. 03-198 $17.00 each D.

FIRST FORMAL (Throckmorton) 1974 3W-YWP LM (Aircastle
x Gossamer) T66/21/1. When it first opens, this beautifully correct flower would remind one of Aircastle with a
narrow pink rim. The flat and expanding corona possesses a greenish eye with shadings of opalescent colors, out
towards the rim, which later becomes a cinnamon gold as
the flower matures. The perianth is white and becomes
whiter with age as well. 03-187 $7.00 each.

GRADUATION (Havens) 1976 2W-WWP M 13". Smooth flat
white perianth; trumpet-like corona of white, bordered
clear pink. 02-199 $4.00 each.

FIRST IMPRESSION (Mitsch) 1996 2Y-R EM 17" ((Chemawa
x Brer Fox) x Loch Hope) 2Q15/10. The long bowl
shaped crown of deep orange red and the broad perianth of deep yellow gold make this a real show stopper
in the garden. The heavy substance throughout, contributes to a very long lasting flower. Well formed and
consistent. 02-827 $7.00 each D.

GREEK COLUMN (Mitsch) 1993 1W-Y M (Wahkeena x V60/2)
HH122/2. Well formed flat ovate perianth segments are
white with a yellow halo. Trumpet of clear yellow. Heavy
substance. 01-585 $7.00 each D.

FLIGHT (Throckmorton) 1977 2W-GWW M 18". Heavy substance; slightly reflexing perianth; white corona with bit
of green at juncture. 02-188 $4.00 each D.

ULL (William G. Pannill Award)
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withdrawn

HARVARD (Mitsch) 1998 2Y-W L 17" (Limpkin x Wedding

JUNIOR PROM

(Havens) 1995 4Y-R L 15" (Gypsy x
unknown red double) TEH77/1. A very precise double,
with broadly ovate perianth segments and even symmetry. Short, bright petaloids of orange red complement the outer petals of light yellow, which in some climates, may show its tendency to be suffused with a
buffish tinge, undoubtedly inherited from Gypsy.
Stands up well in the garden. 04-792 $8.00 each.

Band) 2T47/16. Yet another addition to our "college collection", although missing division 3 classification by
about 1 or 2 mm., the intensity in contrast makes this one
very distinctive. Very rounded deep lemon yellow perianth contrasts with flat corona which becomes ivory
white at maturity; smooth flower throughout. May be
quite useful in hybridizing for division 3 reverse bicolors.
Pictured on page 19. 02-254 $38.00 each.

LA TRAVIATA

(Havens) 1997 3Y-YYR L 15" (Bantam x
Kindled) REH7/1A. An intermediate size flower with
beautiful form, smooth silken texture and bright color.
Broad perianth of bright yellow, and cup-shaped corona
with distinct orange red band. Sibling to Scarlet
Tanager. 03-824 $8.00 each D.

HEARTLAND (Havens) 1993 3W-Y L 16" (Merlin x Gold
Frills) TEH107/1. A strikingly rounded flower, the
inner perianth segments sometimes touching and very
flat. The broad perianth of white, sets off a short, deep
yellow straight frilled cup. We think this is a very lovely flower useful at the later shows. Pictured on page 19.
03-687 $25.00 each D.

LALIQUE (Throckmorton) 3Y-GYY 53cm. L (Gossamer x

ICE DIAMOND

Aft,/

(Mitsch) 1991 4W-W LM (Gay Time x
Stainless). A truly beautifully formed clean white smooth
double. For us, the inner petaloids open creamy yellow
and soon fade to white. Broad symmetrical petals, heavy
substance and consistency are indispensable traits in a
show double. All are evident in this flower along with
smooth texture. The best white double we have raised.
Pictured on page 18. 04-597 $10.00 each D.

V

LARK (Mitsch) 1978 2Y-WWY LM 17". Entire flower opens
pale lemon, the corona becoming white with light
lemon rim. 02-225 $4.00 each D.

ICELANDIC PINK (Mitsch/Havens) 1987 2W-P LM 20".
White perianth; brilliant red pink corona. Pictured on
page 15. 02-211 $4.00 each.

IDEALISM

LEMON BROOK (Mitsch) 1991 2YYW-W L 17" (Euphony
open pollinated) 2002. Straight cup with ruffle at the border, becoming pure white at maturity, the spade shaped
flat broad deep lemon perianth with white halo resists
tears making suitable for shows. Heavy substance with
very striking clean contrast. 02-598 $6.00 each D.

withdrawn

INDEPENDENCE DAY (Mitsch) 1990 4W-R L 17" (Gay
Time x Bantam) LL60/1. A well formed double with
symmetry and clean, bright color. The large rounded
smooth broad segments of white with petaloids of bright
orange red are a spectacular combination on good stems
with strong necks. Possesses a spicy fragrance in our climate. 04-532 $8.00 each.

LEMON HONEY (Havens) 1998 2Y-Y L 14" (Hillstar x Pink
Holly) Y100/2. Most of the flowers from this cross were
small split coronas, but this one is a very well formed
rather long corona with broadly ovate perianth segments all of a honey lemon color with the corona a shade
darker. A smooth delightful little flower which we
believe will fit into the intermediate size. Pictured on
page 15. 02-295 $15.00 each.

INTEGER (Mitsch) 1998 1 laW-WWP M 16" (Spaceship sib. x
Phantom) TT16/12. Well formed white corona with a
baby pink rim, lies flat and splits evenly into ovate white
perianth. 11-998 $9.00 each D.

1

IROQUOIS

(Havens) 1995 2YYW-O LM 18" ((Paricutin x
Daydream) x (Red Marley x Brer Fox)) LEJ28/1. Long
narrow bright orange trumpet-like corona, about .8 the
length of the lemon yellow perianth, which is very flat
and possesses a white halo, the sort of color one would
expect on a reverse bicolor. Orange outline at the juncture of the corona to the perianth; may be useful in
hybridizing for trumpet proportions. Makes somewhat
rough appearing bulbs. 02-780 $15.00 each.

41

LEMON LYRIC

withdrawn

/4x

LEMON SAILS (Mitsch) 1991 2Y-Y LM 16" ((Playboy x
Daydream) open pollinated) M025/20. Heavy substance
and broad very flat smooth perianth segments, augment
the beautiful subtle coloration of this exceptional flower.
A lemon yellow perfectly flat waxen perianth with buff
yellow long corona bordering on orange depending upon
climatic conditions. Pictured on page 18. Arrangement
shows the color progression. 02-599 $7.00 each D.

IRRESISTIBLE (Mitsch) 1982 2Y-P EM 13" (Milestone x
Sugar Maple) LL8/2. We believe that some who do not
ordinarily care for pink and yellow may like this flower.
The large, very flat, well formed perianth is of soft pale
huffy lemon. The quite flared and frilled crown is of a
creamy buff on the outside with much more pink inside,
and with an apricot pink frill. 02-216 $6.00 each.

LEMON SPARKS (Mitsch) 1990 4Y-Y L 16" (Gay Time x
Chiloquin) LL61/1. Rather similar to Moonflight
except that the flower, even though very large, is more
formal. Very symmetrical, the broad rounded segments
of clear lemon yellow, reminiscent of Chiloquin, are
centered with tufts of slightly deeper shade. Strong
stems and short necks make this a fine double for
showing and garden. 04-534 $5.00 each.

JADE (Mitsch) 1973 3W-GWW L 14" (Cushendall x
Cantabile) ? The pedigree is almost certain as given.
One of those very delightful small pure white flowers
with a vivid green eye that come at the end of the season. Vigorous grower. 03-947 $6.00 each.

LEMON SPRITE (Mitsch/Havens) 7YYW-W LM 19". Fragrant
jonquil; opens lemon, the cup shaped corona becoming
white. 2-3 flowers per stem. 07-476 $4.00 each.

JOHNNIE WALKER (Throckmorton) 1977 3Y-Y L 21"
(Aircastle x Irish Coffee) T66/12/6. Tall, deeply toned
flower. The Ace-of-Spades perianth segments overlap
to produce a very round flower. Crystalline yellow in
both the broad perianth and the shirred cup give a
luminous full-moon quality. A flower of exhibition caliber.
03-219 $4.00 each.

Aircastle) T66/2/1. Frosty white perianth and yellow
cup that fades as the perianth deepens in color. Very
perfect form. Eventually becomes a reverse bicolor.
03-402 $4.00 each.

LEMON TARTS (Mitsch) 7YYW-W L 19". Deep lemon perianth is in sharp contrast to corona which becomes very
white. 2-3 per stem 07-231 $4.00 each.
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LEXINGTON GREEN

MAGIC STEP (Havens) 1996 2W-P LM 14" (Quick Step x

(Havens) 1996 2W-GWW L 18.5"
(Misty Glen x Angel) Y149/4. Another of those flowers
which always creates a great deal of interest, the entire
pure white flower of wonderfully heavy substance-the
focal point, an intense green eye. As the parentage suggests, smoothness and elegance predominates. Broadly
ovate perianth, quite round with triangular bowl
shaped slightly frilled corona. 02-934 $30.00 each D.

Magician) VH85/1. A broadly ovate, relatively flat perianth, heavily embued with pink, combines with a cupshaped deep pink corona-a well formed flower of very
unusual color. Quite striking in the garden. Another which
may qualify as an intermediate. 02-935 $25.00 each.

MARQUE (Throckmorton) 1974 3Y-ORR LM. White perianth, becoming yellow at maturity; frilled cup with
greenish-yellow eye leading into a sharp orange band
with a broad reddish rim. 03-238 $6.00 each.

LIEBESLIED (Havens) 1995 3W-WWP L 16" (Ever Pink x

‘1(

Jewell Song) TEH6/14. Ovate white perianth segments
make a clean backdrop for the brightly rimmed cup
shaped corona, slightly ruffled. A flower with clean
lines and refined form, ideal for exhibiting, hybridizing
and possessing excellent health and vigor. Pictured on
page 19. 03-773 $10.00 each D.

MASADA (Mitsch) 1999 llaW-P M 14" ((Spaceship sib.) x
D7/12 (Phantom sib.)) TT17/3. One of the deepest red
pink split coronas we have offered, a real stronghold of
its type (hence the association with its name), depth of
color is combined with reasonably good form. Corona
lies flat on the perianth, with the rim evenly ruffled.
Making it even more striking is a faint beige band on the
rim of the corona, possibly not so apparent in some climates. Perianth is white and smooth. A most compelling flower for anyone who likes split coronas.
Pictured on page 18. 11-241 $40.00 each.

LIFE (Mitsch) 1982 7YYW-Y LM 20" (Top Notch x N. jonquilla) K99/2. Very soft lemon flower with a white halo
on the flat perianths. The crown is of similar tone with
a pinkish light some years. It is a beautifully colored
bloom in all stages, carrying that luminous color so
much admired in the larger reverse bicolors. Vigorous
grower with three blooms on a stem. 07-232 $4.00 each.

MAYA DYNASTY (Mitsch) 1993 2Y-Y L 20" (Camelot x
Chiloquin) 2016/9. blooms after most other yellows are
gone. Heavy substance, waxen smoothness, flat, broad
perianth and pleasing proportions add up to make this
a favorite. The long deep golden yellow corona is funnel
shaped flared slightly, complemented by a beautifully
formed perianth of the same color. 02-688 $6.00 each D.

LIME CHIFFON (Havens) 1975 1Y-GWW LM 20" (Daydream
x Emp. of Ireland) E64-6/1. Ivory with a greenish lemon
cast in the perianth, and the trumpet is slightly paler. A
nicely formed flower with much flanged, ruffled, and
frilled crown. In our field it has been referred to as "the
green Daffodil." 01-404 $4.00 each.

MEADOW LAKE (Havens) 1982 2Y-Y E 20" (Nazareth x
Butterscotch) FEJ6/6. One of the first standard size
yellows to bloom in our fields, it has a rolled trumpetshaped corona and flat broad perianth of clear medium
yellow. A smooth flower with capability for show as well
as a fine garden flower. 02-239 $4.00 each.

LIMEQULLA (Havens) 1990 7W-W L 18" (Lime Chiffon x
N. jonquilla) QEJ55/1. A most unique jonquil with a
limey ivory color. The cup is considerably longer than is
found in most jonquils and is in pleasing balance with the
well formed flat perianth. Generally two to three florets
per stem. Upon final maturity the entire flower develops
into a limey white. Has proven to be fertile and produced
some well formed seedlings. 07-535 $9.00 each D.

MILLIE GALYON (Dr. Frank B. Galyon) 1999 2W-R M 15"
(Dewy Rose x Pipestone) DR-2-P. A well formed pink red
with excellent health. Broadly ovate perianth segments
of pure white seem to accentuate the rosy red mid length
frilled corona. A show flower with heavy substance and
great carrying power in the garden. Recipient of the
Grant and Amy Mitsch Award (three blooms of a
seedling exhibited by the hybridizer) at the National
show in Jackson, Mississippi. 02-915 $30.00 each.

LIMEY CIRCLE (Robertson) 1980 3W-WWY (Carnmoon x
Green Island) 192A. The rather rounded, well overlapping perianth and frilled white cup with its limey
yellow band, make this an enchantingly beautiful
flower. Its good form and heavy substance, nice pose
and strong stem, make it desirable for show and garden. A very strong grower and a fine flower for exhibition. 03-405 $8.00 each.

MINUTE WALTZ (Mitsch) 1992 6YYW-Y M 13" (Killdeer
open pollinated) M011/2. An unusual addition to its
class. A beautiful classically formed division six with
long tubular corona and reflexing perianth of luminous
lemon with a white halo, the corona, maturing to nearly
white, except for a lemon rim, in sunny conditions. The
corona is slightly expanded and ruffled at the mouth.
06-654 $6.00 each D.

LORIKEET (Mitsch) 1980 1Y-P LM 16" (Rima open pollinated) H09/3. A quite large flower having a soft, medium
yellow perianth, and a large flared trumpet of apricot
pink. Blooms are long lasting. 01-235 $8.00 each.

LYREBIRD (Mitsch) 1977 3Y-GWW LM 19" (Irish Coffee x
Rich. 3Y-W) H123/3. The pale lemon, broad and nearly flat but somewhat reflexed perianth is about the
same shade as seen in Binkie. The rather flat, funnelshaped, fluted crown opens pale lemon but fades to
nearly pure white, with a grey-toned eye. Pictured
page 15. 03-236 $7.00 each.

MISSION BELLS (Mitsch) 1984 5W-W LM 15" (Silver Bells,
open pollinated) G027/1. The slightly reflexing ivory
white perianth is relatively broad for a triandrus and
the long bowl shaped crown of the same color with a yellow green eye lends grace and charm. Very floriferous,
with 1-3 flowers per stem. 05-245 $5.00 each D.

MAGELLAN (Mitsch) 1996 4Y-0 M 18" (Grebe x Matlock)
2P70/. Very large and full double carried on a strong
stem, makes this a fine garden subject. Clean bright
yellow with brilliant tangerine orange petaloids liberally interspersed. Even with such large heavy flowers,
the stem and neck are sturdy enough to resist breaking
and falling down in windy and rainy conditions.
Excellent health and increase. Pictured on page 15.
04-793 $12.00 each D.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE (Mitsch) 1992 1 laW-P M 14"
((Accent x (Wild Rose x Hillbilly)) x (Pink Frost x
Accent)) 2L34/1. The corona is heavily ruffled and with
/ beautiful deep rosy color, while maintaining even sym-, metry. The white perianth is adequately flat to accommodate the splitting in the corona. Heavy substance
gives succulent appearance and long life to the flower.
11-655 $14.00 each D.
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BERCEUSE

RED PINKS -- VH20

ICELANDIC PINK

MISTY MORNING (Mitsch) 2Y-P LM 17". Silken smooth
lemon yellow flat perianth; mid-length corona. Heavy
substance. 02-669 $4.00 each.
/ MOLTEN LAVA

ON EDGE (Throckmorton) 3Y-GYR L 59 cm. Pale-toned
perianth and corona with deep green eye, edged with a
very narrow rim of vermillion orange. Strong contrast.
03-263 $6.00 each.

withdrawn
ORCHARD PLACE (Throckmorton) 3Y-YYO L 15" (Aircastle
x Irish Coffee) T66/12/5. The beautifully rounded perianth of light yellow is complemented by a deeper yellow
cup with a cinnamon edge. A well rounded flower suited for showing with the added advantage of vigorous
healthy plants. 03-455 $4.00 each.

MONITOR (Mitsch) 2W-WWR M 48 cm. (Precedent x
Audubon) G10/1. Immediate attention is drawn to this
flower by the brilliant red thread-like rim on the cup,
accentuated by a perianth of glistening white. The cup
opens pale yellow with the red frilled margin, the yellow
soon fading to white, making the flower even more spectacular as it matures. Makes rough appearing bulbs.
02-250 $5.00 each.

OREGON BEAUTY (Mitsch/Havens) 4Y-R EM 21". Bright
yellow double with orange-red petaloids interspersed.
04-464 $4.00 each.

MOONFLIGHT (Mitsch) 1979 4Y-Y L 20" (Gay Time x
Daydream) G69/6. A large bloom with pale soft
lemon outer segments, with the center of similar
shade, interspersed with lemon gold petaloids. A
very lovely flower for the garden and great for
arrangements. 04-252 $6.00 each D.

OREGON BELLS (Mitsch) 7W-W LL 12" (Quick Step x
N. assoanus) 11134/4. Lovely little flower about the
size of Sun Dial, opening all yellow and quickly fading
to white. Generally about 2-3 florets per stem; while
freshly opening, there are normally some yellow and
some white making a very interesting effect. Ideal for
the rockery. 07-638 $3.00 each.

MOTMOT (Mitsch) 1979 8Y-R LM 18". Smaller flowered
than Hoopoe, this has more flowers to a stem. The
rich yellow flat and rounded perianths provide a foil
for the ruffled bright orange red crowns. Very frac.))rant. 08-253 $3.00 each.

OREGON GREEN (Mitsch) 1998 7Y-GYY L 17" (Coral Light
x N. jonquilla) 2R3/1. A unique jonquil hybrid, with all
the grace and beauty of the division. Opening yellow with
a green cast and maturing to bright yellow sprightly little
flowers with a smooth texture and a very intense green
eye, made even more prominent in the very short flat
corona. One to two flowers per stem. 07-167 $14.00 each.

N. " nquilla 13Y-Y Sweetly-scented small yellow flowers
borne in clusters. 13-447 $.90 each.
NIGHT HAWK (Mitsch) 1997 2Y-O L 20" (0023/1(Executive
x Golden Aura) x NN27/5(Zuni x Vertex)) 2V6/1.
Brilliantly colored rather unusual flower of exceedingly
heavy substance. The flat broad perianth of gold complements a flared tangerine corona which is rolled at the
margin, making it a real stand out in the field. Of fine
quality for show and for garden. 02-966 $10.00 each D.

OREGON LIGHTS (Havens) 1997 2W-O M 14" (Gold Crown x
((Ardour x Ceylon) x Brer Fox)) REH26/1. Well formed flat
clean white perianth. Long straight corona of deep orange
throughout, slightly expanded at the margin. Very interesting addition to those useful for hybridizing for an
orange trumpet with white perianth. 02-953 $8.00 each D.

NIGHT LIFE (Mitsch) 1999 2W-P M 13" (2103/1 ((Precedent
x Accent) x Spaceship) x Mission Impossible) 2Q43/1.
Very showy clear rosy pink spreading saucer-shaped
corona, heavily ruffled but not split; well formed broad
white perianth. Long lasting and vigorous, making a
bold statement in the garden. Possibly useful for
hybridizing for split coronas having Mission Impossible
as pollen parent. 02-459 $17.00 each D.

OREGON PIONEER (Havens) 1995 2Y-P M 17" (Widgeon x
Pink Silk) VH19/1. Smooth and heavy substance and
strong contrast are attributes of this flower. The rather
straight corona is light lemon upon opening, quickly developing pink on the inside of the corona and on the rim. The
lemon perianth is very flat and smooth. An excellent flower
for exhibition. Very limited stock. Pictured on back cover.
02-777 $50.00 each.

NILE (Mitsch/Havens) 1W-W M 46 cm. ((Vigil x Empress of
Ireland) x Panache) JJ57/10. Very large white flower
with a greenish cast at the throat, the trumpet is of classical style with narrow base and a slightly rolled flange.
The broad spade shaped perianth segments of equal
length to the trumpet make a nicely balanced flower.
Hardy, prolific and floriferous. 01-259 $5.00 each.

OREGON ROSE (Havens) 1995 4W-P L 16" ((Precedent x Pink
Cloud) x Music) TEH85/3. A well farmed double of great
interest with its pinkish tint in the outer petals. Oregon
Rose appears to have broad enough petals, though fewer of
them, to give the needed fullness, the entire flower of heavy
substance. We are not certain as to the pink coloration in
the petals in other climates, but this may be a candidate for
hybridizing for all pink, most flowers having stigmas. As
in many doubles, it may take more than one year to acclimate. Pictured on page 14. 04-797 $40.00 each.

NORDIC RIM (Mitsch) 1993 3W-WWY L 20" (Silken Sails
x Merlin) 2R32/10. Superlatives can be overused in
descriptions, but it is difficult to not use words such as
"very" in reference to the whiteness and broadness of the
perianth. The inner segments nearly touch at times. A
scalloped rim of golden yellow, heavily ruffled, on a relatively flat corona completes the effect. Pictured on page 15.
03-689 $15.00 each D.

ORYX (Mitsch) 1969 7Y-W LM 19" (Aircastle x N. jonquilla)
Z2/15. Opens pale lemon yellow, the small cup fading to
near white and the perianth getting slightly
deeper in color. Two or three flowers on tall stems.
07-266 $3.00 each.
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OUZEL (Mitsch) 1987 6W-W EM 15" (Dipper open pollinated) 2N01/1. As most whites it opens with a white perianth and pale lemon crown which becomes very white at
maturity. Uniform flowers are especially beautiful in
spite of being a little large for cyclamineus. Perianth segments are broad and well reflexed and in proportion to
the long slightly flared crown. Entire flower possesses
heavy substance. 06-268 $6.00 each.
OWYHEE (Mitsch) 1993 2Y-P LM 15" (Milestone x
Sugarmaple) LL8/3. Quite similar to its sibling
Irresistible except that it is a bit smaller, less formal and
has a slightly reflexing perianth. 02-579 $3.00 each.

PHOENICIAN
(Mitsch-Havens) 1995 2W-W M 15"
(Broomhill x Canisp) TT23/18. Very consistent, broadly
/
ovate, silken smooth perianth segments endowed with
/ heavy substance. The 3/4 length corona is straight and
Ca S in ideal balance to the perianth. Clean lines and clean
white, excellent show flower. 02-774 $25.00 each D.
PIANO CONCERTO (Mitsch) 2W-P LM 17" (Easter Moon
x Cool Flame) 2P8/8. Perfectly smooth throughout, with
,
beautifully clear light pink cup and clean white flat
01
perianth. 02-681 $6.00 each.
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PINEAPPLE PRINCE (Mitsch) 2Y-W M 19". Large flower
opening all deep lemon color, the long trumpet shaped
corona becoming pure white. 02-640 $4.00 each.

OXFORD (Mitsch) 1993 3W-Y L 21" (Impala x Green Hills)
2P59/1. A stately flower with very tall stems, and healthy
growth habit, Oxford has the refinement for showing and
the contrast to call attention in a group planting. Very
kr• broad clean white perianth segments reflex slightly with
pleasing grace, making a background for a flat frilled
crown of clean intense deep yellow. Pleasing fragrance.
03-690 $10.00 each.

PINK ANGEL (Mitsch) 1981 7W-GWP LM 14" ((Wild
Rose x Interim) x N. jonquilla) Z46/4. Gracefully
borne, generally two to three on each stem, each fragrant flower possesses a milk white perianth and
corona with the latter being accentuated by a green
eye and an intense pink rim. Relatively tall, this
makes a flower for cutting. 07-282 $4.00 each.

PACIFIC RIM (Mitsch) 1994 2Y-YYR M 17" (Montego x
Ringmaster) TT35/1. If crisp, distinct rims are of interest, this one is superb. Entire flower of clear yellow,
with a defined bright rim of solid orange red on the perfectly round flared corona, of relatively short length. It
won Best of Show in three different shows across the
U.S. the year after introduction. Needless to say, flowers are nearly perfect making grooming nearly unnecessary. Pictured on page 4. 02-761 $27.00 each D.

PINK BOMB (Mitsch/Havens) 1987 2W-PPR LM 17"
(Precedent x Eclat) G13/25. Perhaps the most deeply
colored of the series, the large flared scalloped cup develops deep pink color after opening, the rim remaining
rose red. The broad white perianth seems to intensify
the brightness of the cup making a most startling color
in the garden. 02-283 $6.00 each.
PINK CHINA (Havens) 2W-P LM 16" (Pink Ice x HEJ17)
SEH3/1. Intermediate in size, this one is a gem in the
garden and has exhibiting capability. Rounded, flat,
clean white perianth shows off the solid deep pink of the
round cup shaped corona. Winner of White Ribbon, Rose
Eit
Ribbon and Mitsch seedling trophy at the National
Show in Nashville, 1993. 02-769 $11.00 each D.

PASTELINE (Mitsch) 1979 2W-P EM 18". Broad white perianth with heavy substance. Flared corona of rich deep
pink. 02-275 $6.00 each.
PAY DAY (Havens) 1977 1YYW-W L 17" (Royal Oak x
Daydream) GEJ9/1. Some years this might more appropriately be classed as a yellow trumpet, but either as a
yellow or reverse bicolor it has been quite the best late
trumpet in its class here. Broad, flat, golden lemon perianth and well-formed trumpet, flared and frilled near the
margin. White halo on the perianth. 01-277 $5.00 each.

PINK EVENING (Mitsch) 2W-YWP L 21" (Coral Light x
(Pigeon x Carnmoon)) LL18/5. The most immediately
noticeable characteristic of this flower is the clean color
and form. Pure white broad but pointed segments in
the perianth accentuate the cup with deep pink distinct
rim. 02-601 $4.00 each D.

PERFECT SPRING (Mitsch) 1990 6Y-Y EE 12" (N. obvallaris
x N. cyclamineus) KK100/1. The entire flower is impeccably smooth with a long trumpet and relatively short
reflexing perianth segments. The trumpet base is a bit
larger than we would like for perfect balance, but does
reflect the seed parent in that respect. The cyclamineus
charm and grace and smoothness are its most noticeable
characteristics. 06-536 $5.00 each.

PINK FORMAL (Mitsch) 1993 1 laW-P M 16"(Recital x
Phantom) 205/3. Delicately ruffled corona of apricot
pink, splits into the ovate perianth segments. Pictured
on page 19. 11-632 $5.00 each D.
PINK GLACIER (Mitsch) 1993 1 laW-P M 16" (Recital x
Phantom) 205/1. The light pink corona, shading to
deep pink at the ruffled rim, lies flat back against the
broadly ovate perianth segments. Pictured on page 4.
11-675 $8.00 each D.

PERIPHERAL PINK (Mitsch/Havens) 1986 2W-GWP LM 17"
(Precedent x Eclat) G13/18. Intense coloration of Eclat
with impeccable show form of Precedent. It combines the
attributes of an intense red pink rim, white mid section
and green eye in the flared crown with clean white neatly formed round perianth segments. 02-278 $6.00 each.

PINK HOLLY

PINK ICE (Havens) 1980 2W-P LM 19" (Precedent x A5/12
(Caro Nome x Accent)) GEJ5/17. The well rounded overlapping perianth segments accompany a deep pink slightly ruffled crown. The flower's refinement, smoothness
and well balanced appearance make it a worthy contestant for show. Pictured on page 15. 02-286 $11.00 each.

PERPETUATION (Havens) 1996 7YYW-W L 11" (Hillstar x
Quickstep) Y91/14. A bit smaller than Regeneration
and very precisely formed, broad lemon yellow perianth
segments with white halo, and round cup-shaped corona, becoming white. Generally 3 flowers per stem with
sweet jonquil fragrance. Fertile and very floriferous.
Pictured on page 4. 07-787 $27.00 each D.
PHALAROPE

withdrawn

PINK SATIN (Mitsch) 2W-P EM 18" ((Radiation x Rima) x
C.E. Radcliff) JJ22/4A. Entire flower is silken smooth and
well formed. The flat white perianth is foil to the long
straight crown of clear mid pink. A lovely flower showing
strong potential on the show bench. 02-477 $8.00 each D.

withdrawn
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PINK SILK (Havens) 1983 1W-P M 15" (At Dawning x
Graduation) NEJ11/1. A smooth silken texture, good
substance, clean pink and white coloration characterize
this well formed flower. The tailored, clear pink trumpet
with its slightly flared margin is enhanced by the broad,
flat overlapping perianth segments. A worthy contender for show as well as being useful for hybridizing
for pink trumpets. 01-290 $14.00 each.

PROSPERITY (Havens) 1979 1Y-Y EM 20" (Nazareth x
Butterscotch) FEJ6/4. A clear bright yellow smooth flat
overlapping perianth, and a nicely flanged trumpet of
similar shade. The trumpet is quite narrow giving it a
classical show form. This appears to be one of the finer
yellow trumpets raised here. 01-303 $8.00 each.
PROTOCOL (Mitsch/Havens) 1997 6W-W E (JJ57/1 (Nile sib.)
x N. cyclamineus) 1729/2. A delightful addition to the
rather small group of white cyclamineus hybrids. Midway
between the size of Cazique and Ocean Breeze, formed
more like the latter. Very narrow corona base with classic
trumpet form, expanded at the margin. Rather narrow
perianth with graceful reflex. 06-964 $20.00 each.

PINK TANGO (Mitsch) 1991 1 laW-P EM 16". One of the
earlier pink splits of acceptable form. Slightly ruffled
pink corona split and laid back against broad clean
white perianth segments. Heavy substance and strong
color are the finest attributes of this flower. A good
doer. 11-603 $5.00 each D.

PUNCHLINE (Mitsch) 1982 7Y-YYP LM 19". Rounded buff
perianths; nearly flat coronas of buff yellow with pinkish
rims. 2-3 good sized flowers per stem. 07-304 $5.00 each.

PINK VALLEY (Mitsch/Havens) 1985 2W-P M 18". Broad
white perianth; bowl shaped corona of lavender rose
with amber shading at rim. 02-294 $4.00 each.

QUEEN CITY (Mitsch) 1993 2W-P M 18" (Romance x Cool
Flame) LL14/3. Named for the city of Cincinnati, this
has been a wonderfully consistent flower. Very nice tailored, mid-length, slightly ruffled cup of intense red
pink with a well formed spade shaped perianth of pure
white. 02-566 $5.00 each D.

PITTSBURGH SOMEPLACE SPECIAL (Mitsch) 1999 2W-P
M 16" (Easter Moon x Cool Flame) 2P8/9. A sibling to
Silent Pink named for the 1999 ADS convention, this
tall graceful flower with its melting pink corona is
exceptionally free flowering and rapid of increase. The
silken white perianth reflexes somewhat when fully
mature. Corona is deeper baby pink at the rim and
lighter near the throat. In some climates, it may prove
to be a rim. An excellent all purpose flower. Pictured in
the December, 1998 ADS Journal. 02-979 $8.00 each D.

RAPTURE (Mitsch) 1977 6Y-Y E 13" (Nazareth x
N. cyclamineus) G78/1. This has been one of our favorites,
due to its very smooth texture, the cool clear lemon yellow
/
coloring, and its keeping qualities, both in the field and
when picked. Quite long, narrow trumpet, and strongly
reflexed perianth. Produces a rough appearing bulb for
us. (Wister Award) 06-310 $4.00 each.

PIZARRO (Mitsch) 1993 2Y-Y M 15" (Executive x Golden
Aura) 2023/2. Heavy substance, clean color and health
make it ideal for the garden. Flat spade shaped perianth segments of deep yellow, are in proportion to the
mid length golden corona, slightly flared at the margin,
making a flower worthy for show. 02-615 $4.00 each.

RASPBERRY CREME (Mitsch) 1996 1 laW-P LM 14"
(Sentinel x Shrike) 2R6/2. Much more heavily ruffled
than Shrike, the mid pink corona splits into the ovate
perianth of white, attracting a great amount of attention. Very useful in arrangements, in the garden and
possibly for hybridizing. 11-941 $14.00 each D.

POPS LEGACY (Bender) 1W-Y E. Raised by Dr. Wm.
Bender from ofien_pollinated seed sent to him by Phil
hillips from New Zealand. Very broadly ovate white
erianth segments with brilliant yellow straight trumpet slightly flared at the rim. Excellent flower for show.
01-307 $5.00 each.

RED ARIA (Mitsch) 1989 20-R LM 24" (Kindled x Feeling
Lucky) MM16/1. A lovely flower bred for later season
red cups, but with the additional attribute of having a
well formed very coppery orange perianth. The fiery
orange red cup is flared and nearly flat with a ruffled
border. 02-450 $5.00 each.

/P

POTENTIAL (Havens) 1993 1W-P M (LEJ21/ (Rima x
Graduation) x Pink Silk) REH52/1. Potentially useful to
the hybridizer of trumpet pinks. The trumpet is
straighter than that of Pink Silk and about its color, but
the intensity of pink goes all the way to the base. A
refined smooth flower even with its imposing size and
proportions. 01-692 $12.00 each D.

RED DIAMOND (Mitsch) 1996 30-R L 17" (Red Aria x Sabine
Hay) 2V4/1. Very well formed smooth broad perianth segments heavily suffused with orange and a bowl shaped,
bright orange-red corona. It seems to have inherited its
ability to withstand fading from Red Aria, but with time
in the sun, the perianth does lose most of the orange color
to become yellow. It also derives its ability to increase and
thrive from its seed parent. 03-938 $20.00 each D.

PRESIDENTIAL PINK (Mitsch) 1986 2W-P LM 21" (((Mabel
Taylor x Green Island) x Caro Nome) x Spaceship)
LL20/3. Intense reddish orange pink cup brings notice
across large seedling plots while smooth broad rounded
perianth of white accentuates the cup color. Heavy sub-.
stance throughout the flower gives long life to the bloom.
Pictured on page 19. 02-299 $8.00 each D.

RED SHEEN (Havens) 1993 30-R L 13" (Bantam x Kindled)
REH7/1. Intermediate sized flower. Its refinement, size
and cup color are reminiscent of Scarlet Tanager, its sibling. Red Sheen has a distinct orange underlay in the perianth, which consists of spade shaped segments, is very
smooth and is slightly reflexed. 03-694 $14.00 each D.

PRINCETON (Mitsch) 1993 3W-WWY L 17" (Limpkin x
Wedding Band) TT47/24. Perfectly rounded, very broad,
flat perianth, the inner segments, nearly touching at
times, accentuates a most refined rounded white cup,
with a neat distinct band of gold. The diameter of the
flower is 110 mm., very massive for such refined qualities. Pictured on page 18. 03-693 $40.00 each.

REFRAIN (Mitsch) 1983 2W-P M 21" (Romance x Cool
Flame) LL14/4. Much like Culmination, this is usually a little taller and a few days earlier to bloom. It is an
excellent show flower. Good form, fine substance,
strong stems, and attractive color make this one of our
best pinks. Produces rough bulbs some years. Pictured
on page 19. 02-314 $7.00 each.
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REGENERATION (Havens) 1996 7YYW-W L 14" (Hillstar
x Quickstep) Y91/1. Very vigorous, fertile and floriferous, having 3-4 flowers per stem and at the same time,
having well formed flowers with broad perianth and
round cup-shaped coronas. Intense jonquil fragrance.
07-923 $25.00 each.

SEAFOAM (Mitsch) 1978 2W-W LM 21". Smooth broad white
perianth with fluted rather short white crown; has
proven itself ideal for show and well suited for garden.
02-322 $4.00 each.
SERENE SEA (Mitsch) 1996 3Y-Y L 16" (Limpkin x Wedding
Band) TT47/1A. A sibling to Princeton and Yale, Serene
Sea is beautifully precise, smooth flower opening with
white perianth and creamy yellow cup deeper at the rim.
The broad perianth becomes the same creamy yellow at
maturity. 03-925 $17.00 each D.

RINGING BELLS (Mitsch/Havens) 1984 5W-W L 16" (Quick
Step x N. triandrus var. triandrus) C52/3. A sister to
Petrel this is very similar, being a little less formal and
slightly larger with a light pleasant fragrance. There
are up to 8 flowers per stem, generally 3-7; extremely
floriferous. 05-412 $9.00 each.

SHOWBIZ (Throckmorton) 1988 3W-00W 14". Unique
flaring ruffled corona of deep yellow orange, with a
white picotee border; broad well formed white perianth. 03-427 $4.00 each.

ROSEGARDEN (Mitsch) 1994 4W-R L 21" (Gay Time x
Green Hills) 2P68/10. A beautifully formed full symmetrical pure white double with bright orange red
petaloids with a lovely spicy fragrance. Pictured on
back cover. 04-766 $15.00 each D.

SHRIKE (Mitsch) 1990 llaW-P M 14" (D7/12 x Cuckoo)
LL34/3. The symmetrical white perianth complements a
brilliant orange pink frilled corona splitting evenly
between the perianth segments. Definitely has carrying
power in the garden, for it is easy to spot this one from the
other end of the field. One of the most popular with visitors wherever this flower is shown. Pictured on page 15.
11-537 $8.00 each.

RUBY RIM (Havens) 1999 2W-WRR LM 14" (Silk Stocking
x HEJ17/1 (Precedent x unknown seedling)) TEH30/1.
A red pink relatively short corona and well formed
white perianth makes this a show flower with stunning color. Intensely colored broad pink red rim on the
bowl shaped frilled corona is enhanced by a pure white
very broadly ovate perianth. Along with its capability
for show, Ruby Rim may prove useful for hybridizing.
02-715 $27.00 each.

SILENT PINK (Mitsch) 1992 2W-P M 16" (Easter Moon x Cool
Flame) 2P8/11. Elegance, perfection, silken texture all
▪
characterize this beautiful flower. Pure white, flat spade
shaped perianth segments enhance the clean cool soft
•
pink of the half length corona shaped rather like that of
Easter Moon, but more rounded. 02-657 $12.00 each D.

RUBY ROMANCE (Havens) 1998 2W-PPR L 16" (Pink
Valentine x Pink Flame) VH2O/1. Ruby Romance is one
of the better formed of the series VH20, (shown on page
14) with broadly ovate pure white perianth segments
and a large pinwheel shaped corona, ranging in color
from lavender throat to tomato red rim outstanding in
the garden. 02-171 $12.00 each D.

SILVER FALLS (Havens) 1995 2W-W M 15" (Graduation x
(A39/1 x Panache)) QEJ4/1. Well formed long straight
corona on a very flat broadly ovate perianth, the entire
flower of pure white. Smooth texture and fine form
make it suitable for showing. 02-676 $6.00 each D.

RUBY STAR (Havens) 1997 2W-P L 16" (Pink Valentine x
Pink Flame) VH2O/13. Broad rounded perianth which
is somewhat reflexed at maturity. The spreading,
almost flat bright red pink corona is triangular in
shape with a wavey frill. A real show stopper and very
appealing with its distinctive form, heavy substance
and clean color. Upper middle flower in VH2O pictured
on page 14. 02-963 $15.00 each D.

SKATER'S WALTZ (Mitsch) 6Y-Y 12" (Vulcan x N. cyclamineus)
G59/5. A well fat med cyclamineus hybrid, the clean yellow
perianth is reflexed with a beautiful long crown of yellow with a hint of orange. A floriferous show flower.
06-524 $5.00 each.
SMOOTH SAILS (Havens) 1995 3W-W L 17" (Silken Sails x
Verona) REH45/2. Flat broad rounded perianth of pure
white with smooth texture, but heavy substance.
Straight bowl shaped crown opening a soft lemon becoming ivory white at maturity. Beautifully formed elegant
flower with grace and perfection. 03-785 $6.00 each D.

SCARLET CHORD (Mitsch) 1991 2Y-R E 17" ((Chemawa x
Brer Fox) x Loch Hope) 2Q15/5. Perfectly flat clear yellow rounded perianth, contrasts sharply to the straight
red cup. The flamboyance of Brer Fox has been given
refinement with the use of Chemawa and Loch Hope in
the parentage. A striking flower. 02-604 $6.00 each D.

SPRING CHIMES (Havens) 1998 5W-W L 12" (Silver Bells
x Quick Step) UH79/1. Graceful pendent flowers with
precise bell shaped pure white coronas and broad evenly reflexing perianths make this a promising contender
for shows. Floriferous, good increaser and vigorous
grower make it an excellent garden flower. Perhaps an
improvement on Mission Bells. 05-345 $14.00 each D.

SCARLET RIM (Havens) 1998 3W-YYR L 14" (Merlin x L54/
(Merlin x Bantam)) TEH109/3. Smooth rounded broad
white perianth with a bit of a yellow halo, showing off a
small bright yellow disc shaped corona with a brilliant
orange red rim. Strong stems and a good doer. Pictured
on page 18. 03-328 $15.00 each D.

SPRING MORN (Mitsch) 1989 2Y-YPP LM 15" (Euphony
open pollinated) H013/8. Elegant silken texture coupled with clean precise color characterizes this flower.
Broad spade shaped ivory smooth perianth of soft
lemon yellow blends beautifully with the pastel pink
frilled corona, becoming deeper color near the margin.
Pictured on page 14. 02-478 $20.00 each D.

SCARLET TANAGER (Havens) 1992 2Y-R L 13" (Bantam x
Kindled) REH7/3. A relatively small flower of perfect
form with very rounded smooth and flat perianth of
clear medium yellow, the inner petals nearly touching.
it Bowl shaped neatly ruffled crown of brilliant orange red.
A,
A beautiful precise flower. Intermediate. Pictured on
page 15. 02-656 $10.00 each D.
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SPRING SENSATION

SWEDISH FJORD (Mitsch/Havens) 1988 2YYW-W M 18"

(Christine Birch) 1999 4W-P M 18"
(Angkor x Pink Perfume) VC1/2. Well formed pink double consists of very broad thick creamy white perianth
segments and is made very full with clean pink and
white petaloids. A show quality double which is also an
excellent grower and increaser with strong sturdy
stems. 04-415 $12.00 each.

(B36/13 (Playboy x Daydream) x Chiloquin.) KK42/1. A
very well contrasted reverse bicolor being larger than
Chiloquin. The entire flower opens luminous glowing
yellow with the corona and halo turning to white. The
frilled crown is slightly expanded at the mouth. A well
formed show flower also possessing tremendous garden
appeal. 02-429 $9.00 each.

SPRING TONIC (Throckmorton) 3Y-GYR L 40 cm. (Old Satin
x Altruist) T67/24/5. Glistening crystalline yellow with
orange highlights. Frilled and shirred corona with green
eye shading to yellow, with red rim. 03-334 $4.00 each.

SWEDISH SEA (Havens) 1999 2Y-Y L 17" (White Tie x Coral
Light) TEH35/1. Somewhat reminiscent of its maternal
grandparents (Aircastle and Irish Coffee), this very
rounded flower should prove useful for shows as well as
possibly for hybridizing. The very broadly ovate flat
perianth of light yellow, displays its smoothness behind
a small slightly darker disk shaped corona, which is 1
mm. too long to measure division 3. Neat well proportioned flower. 02-753 $20.00 each.

STAR WISH (Throckmorton) 1977 3W-GYR LM 21" (Old
Satin x Altruist) T67/24/8. A gently reflexing perianth of
crystalline white, being broader and more round than
that of its sister, Star Trek. Also, a larger cup with luminous greenish yellow, with a wavy shirred edge of red.
03-338 $4.00 each.

STARBROOK (Havens) 1996 3Y-O LM 17" (Paricutin x N.
SWIFT ARROW (Mitsch) 1991 6Y-Y E 15" ((P50/1 x

jonquilla) REH31/1. A fascinating little flower of intermediate size. Its brightness and grace endear it to
many. The star like canary yellow perianth seems all
the brighter combined with the tiny cup of tangerine
orange. Pictured on page 4. 03-939 $10.00 each D.

Flaming Meteor) x N. cyclamineus) 2N41/1. Resembles
Warbler, but a little earlier and less green at the juncture of perianth and trumpet. In some seasons, this
one has a distinct undertone of orange in the trumpet.
An excellent long-lasting flower of classical
cyclamineus form and show quality. Pictured on page 18.
06-605 $5.00 each.

STARTHROAT (Mitsch) 1982 2W-GYW L 17" (Pigeon x Tryst)
HH83/3. A white flower of great substance, having a
saucer shaped crown with large emerald green center
banded yellow shading to white at the edge. A medium
sized flower of distinction. 02-336 $10.00 each D.

SWIFT CURRENT (Mitsch) 1999 5W-P LM (Accent x N.
triandrus var. triandrus) 2H4/4. Well formed pink bell
shaped cup with nicely reflexing white perianth 1-2 florets per stem. Has been offered under seedling number.
05-639 $4.00 each.

STRAIGHT ARROW (Mitsch) 1993 6Y-R E 11" (Jetfire open

I

pollinated) M010/2. More intensely colored than
Jetfire, this is a spritely opening to the season with its
classical cyclamineus form, a tubular orange red corona
and well reflexing bright yellow perianth. Growth
habit somewhat more prostrate than that of Jetfire.
Pictured on page 18. 06-695 $10.00 each D.

TANGENT (Mitsch) 1969 2W-P M 17" (Green Island x
Accent) Z20/1. Large rounded, flat, overlapping white
perianth, and cup-shaped crown of coral rose. Good
stems, vigorous growth, and nice color characterzie this
one. 02-355 $4.00 each.

STRAWBERRY SODA (Mitsch) 1986 2W-P EM 17" (Rose
Prelude x (Caro Nome x Accent)) LL17/3. Blooming
much earlier than most pinks in our field, the pure pink
color is a welcome sight among all of the yellows and
red cups. The ruffled and flared crown is pure soft pink,
with a clear white perianth. A tall stem makes it an
excellent flower for cutting. 02-343 $5.00 each D.

TEAL (Mitsch) 1976 1Y-W EM 15" (Handcross x Salem)
F76/1. Color is a strong point here, the perianth
being rich iridescent lemon gold with broad but
pointed segments. The trumpet quickly fades to very
white, giving perhaps the strongest contrast we have
seen. 01-356 $8.00 each.

SUAVE (Throckmorton) 1976 3Y-Y L 22" (Aircastle x Irish
Coffee) T66/12/1. Opens with a wide white perianth.
the tailored cup is shaded with grayish-lavender and
pearl with buff rim. As it ages, the whole flower
becomes soft yellow. 03-344 $5.00 each.

THE BENSON (Throckmorton) 1975 2Y-Y LM (Easter Moon
x Irish Coffee). A very floriferous cultivar, the perianth is
a pale yellow color, very circular and surrounding a fairly flat cup which opens and remains a darker yellow than
the perianth. This variety has enough of those qualities
known as "class and breeding" to make it recognizable
from a considerable distance. 02-954 $4.00 each.

SUNDAY CHIMES (Mitsch/Havens) 1987 5W-W L 16"
(Pigeon x N. triandrus var. triandrus) HH85/2. Sunday
Chimes is beautifully formed with broad perianth segments strongly reflexed and a goblet shaped cup with
green eye, generally two florets per stem. Heavy waxy
substance characterizes the entire flower. Makes
mostly round bulbs and bulbs are somewhat rough
appearing. 05-348 $8.00 each.

TREASURE WALTZ (Mitsch) 2Y-Y E 14" One of the first of
its class to bloom here, the small yellow flowers with
flat perianths and crowns of a slightly deeper color are
of rather low growth habit making them ideal for the
rockery. Intermediate. 02-521 $3.00 each D.

SUPREME EMPIRE (Mitsch) 1990 2W-P M 20" (Sentinel x
Eclat) KK15/1. A most unusual and spectacular flower,
the large fluted corona is the red pink and would lay
back nearly flat against the perianth except for the fact
that the perianth is reflexed at a 45 degree angle. The
huge very rounded broad perianth segments are perfectly formed with heavy substance and pure clean
white. In fact the primary impression is the entire
flower possesses very heavy substance along with bright
color. A beautiful addition to the unusual. (Pictured on
page 14.) 02-538 $5.00 each D. (3 for $12.00 D.)

TRIGONOMETRY (Mitsch) 1995 llaW-P M 15" (Recital x
Phantom) 205/2. One of the best formed of the series of
/ pink split coronas we have offered. Well formed white
(.7 ovate perianth. Creamy pink corona a bit ruffled, but
k symmetrical and evenly splitting into the perianth.
Pictured on page 15. 11-779 $12.00 each D.
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TROPIC ISLE (Mitsch) 1976 4W-P M 18". Very full white

WHETSTONE TRIBUTE (Mitsch) 1996 7W-P L 14" (Quick

double with salmon pink and white petaloids interspersed. 04-362 $5.00 each.

Step open pollinated) H020/20. Another of the fertile
jonquils from Quick Step. It is named in honor of Nancy
Kolson who has put so much work into Whetstone park
in Columbus, Ohio. It has been used quite extensively
as a parent and some very nice seedlings are resulting.
Cream white broad perianth with pale pink cup-shaped
corona. 07-648 $8.00 each.

TRUMPET WARRIOR (pictured on page 14)

withdrawn

VELOCITY (Havens) 1995 6Y-R EM 12" (Jetfire x Gypsy)

TEH53/2. A classically formed division 6 with heavily reflexed perianth segments of gold containing
underlying orange hues, apparently inherited from
Gypsy. Not as even in its reflex as we would like.
Long orange red tubular crown formed similarly to
that of Jetfire, and about the same size. Pictured on
page 19. 06-776 $18.00 each.

WHIRLAWAY (Throckmorton) 3Y-GYO L 52 cm. (Gossamer x

Aircastle) T/65/2/8. Soft beige yellow perianth. Corona
with olive green eye, fluorescent yellow, margined
orange. Fine show form. 03-367 $4.00 each.
WHITE TIE (Throckmorton) 1978 3W-W L 20" (Aircastle x

Irish Coffee) T66/12/3. A very rounded perianth of
crystalline white, and a small fluted and shirred flat
corona with evanescent golden tints on opening, but
soon fading to white. A most perfectly formed flower.
03-368 $6.00 each.

VERDANT MEADOW (Mitsch) 1990 3W-GWW LL 17"

(Dallas x Delightful) 1195/1. Beautiful little flower late
in the season, pure white throughout, with a bright
green eye. It seems to give good increase which is not
the norm for many which are related to the poets. The
very small straight ruffled cup and rounded somewhat
informal perianth accentuate the deep green eye, a hallmark of this flower. 03-540 $7.00 each.

(Mitsch) 6Y-Y E (B45/12 x
N. cyclamineus) 2N41/3. A sister seedling to Swift
Arrow and Warbler, this one is a bit smaller. Clear yellow throughout, the tubular corona is a bit shorter than
its siblings and the perianth segments are nicely
reflexed. Another show flower which is also ideal in the
garden. 06-571 $4.00 each D.

WINGS OF FREEDOM

VIENNA WOODS (Mitsch) 1992 9W-R L 16" (Quetzal x

Smyrna) D94/8. Another poet from the same cross as
Angel Eyes, Bon Bon and Mountain Poet among others. A rounded, poet white smooth perianth with a flat
typically poeticus cup all red. 09-658 $10.00 each.

(Havens) 1997 2W-P LM 17" (Pink
Easter x Music) UH17/6. A most beautifully formed
flower with silken smooth texture. Broad, shovelshaped perianth of white, complements the soft pure
pink of the mid length slightly ruffled corona. Elegant
flower and vigorous grower. 02-965 $17.00 each D.

WINTER EVENING

VIENNESE WALTZ (Mitsch) 1990 6W-Y EE 8". Most unusual

small flower with white reflexing perianth and yellow
mid-length double corona. 06-541 $5.00 each.

WINTER WALTZ (Mitsch/Havens) 6W-P E 12" ((Precedent
WALDEN POND (Throckmorton) 3Y-Y 17" ((Oasis x Green

x Accent) x N. cyclamineus) K109/2. Unusual in color
and classic in form, this is an early blooming division
6. The long trumpet crown opens yellow becoming
apricot pastel pink in our climate. Possibly in some
areas, it will show less pink. The trumpet is fluted at
the margin, with the white perianth strongly reflexed.
06-480 $5.00 each D.

Island) x (Aircastle x Irish Coffee)) T70/2/7. Resembling
its sibling Golden Pond, but somewhat lighter in the perianth. A melting color combination, the clean light yellow
spade shaped yet relatively rounded perianth elegantly
sets off the deeper colored slightly expanded and frilled
cup gradually darkening at the frill. 03-482 $5.00 each.
WARBLER (Mitsch) 1987 6Y-Y EM 17" (B45/12 x N.

V
°

,,,,,VVOODSTAR (pictured on page 19)

cyclamineus) NN41/2. The culmination of a great many
crosses toward the "perfect" cyclamineus form with deep
yellow color. The broad but strongly reflexed smooth
perianth of deep yellow and long flared crown of slightly
deeper color with pale orange flush at the frilled margin,
is yet another of the classically formed cyclamineus. A
distinct green cast at the juncture of perianth and crown
makes for a most striking flower. 06-364 $7.00 each.

withdrawn

WOODTHRUSH (Mitsch) 6W-Y E 11" (Oratorio x N. cyclamineus)

Long tubular corona of creamy yellow with bit of a ruffle at the margin. Strongly reflexed smooth white
perianth. 06-631 $5.00 each.
YALE (Mitsch) 2W-YYO L 16" (Limpkin x Wedding Band)

TT47/2. Very broad perianth with the inner segments
almost touching at times. The huge creamy white perianth sports a mid yellow expanded saucer shaped corona with a very defined bright orange rim. The exceedingly heavy substance of the entire flowers contributes
to its long life. 02-940 $17.00 each D.

WATER COLOR (William Gould) 2W-P LM 17" (Easter Moon

x Rose Royale). A most luscious color of rosy pink in the
cup is accentuated by pure white smooth perianth, giving an overall picture of elegance. The straight cup is
relatively short and formal appearing and the flat
smooth perianth completes the effect. A most beautiful
pink. 02-481 $8.00 each.

YOUNG AMERICAN (Havens) 1988 1YYW-WWY LM 17"

(Daydream x Arctic Gold) JEJ2/6. A tailored reverse bicolor trumpet with intense contrast. the spade shaped
perianth of deep lemon is foil to a very slightly flared
and frilled trumpet turning white as it develops. As
both of its parents, it is an excellent seeder with viable
pollen. Possessses potential both as a show flower and
for hybridizing. 01-432 $20.00 each D.

WHETSTONE (Mitsch/Havens) 1988 1W-W LM 17" (A39/1

(Vigil x Empress of Ireland) x Panache) JJ57/5. A white
trumpet with heavy substance. Broad but pointed
smooth perianth segments combine with a narrow waisted straight trumpet to make a beautiful classically
formed flower of show quality. 01-431 $9.00 each D.

ZULU (Mitsch) 1982 2Y-R LM 20". Startling bit of color at

season's end; golden yellow perianth; brilliant orange
red corona. 02-375 $4.00 each.
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Jackson's Daffodils
We are privileged to have an offering from David and Robin Jackson from Tasmania, Australia. As is widely known, the Jacksons have originated some of the finest cultivars in commerce. An ongoing arrangement has been made to offer a number of their originations. A number
of newer cultivars are being offered this year as well as some that were previously listed. All have been acclimated to the Northern
Hemisphere.

New from the Jacksons in 2000
AFAFURA (Jackson) 2Y-0 M 21" (Unknown) A large flower
with a consistently smooth perianth of broadly ovate
and ovate petals. The half length funnel shaped cup is a
bright orange, contrasting with the lemon petals.
Stands well on a very tall stem. 02-106 $26.00 each.

RAZADAS (Jackson) 1W-Y EM 16" (Hussy x Wilbur) A consistently good strongly contrasting bicolor that stands
above its foliage. The ovate perianth segments are
thick and smooth. The bright yellow funnel shaped
trumpet is flared and frilled. Short neck with good
stance. 01-117 $24.00 each.

DI HARD (Jackson) 1W-P EM 18" (268/76 x 42/76) A very
consistent bright smooth pink that just measures trumpet, with broadly ovate petals. The narrow cylindrical
trumpet has a slight flare. 01-435 $32.00 each.

WAMPAM (Jackson) 4W-P L 18" (122/83 x 211/78)
Jacksons indicate that this is the best pink double
they have produced. A rounded perianth of very
broadly ovate segments before the three-quarter
length pastel pink corona segments start showing
more pink than white. A full consistent double with
good stance. 04-102 $76.00 each.

ELLUSIVE (Jackson) 3W-R EM 19" (Challenge x Dorus) A consistently good flower that lifts its head naturally for good
stance. The bright red cup is fairly sun resistant and contrasts with the thick white petals. 03-919 $30.00 each.
ENTENTE (Jackson) 2Y-O M 23" (Gallectica x Mattara) A
large very tall consistent flower with a slightly concave
golden yellow perianth of terrific substance. The more
than half length funnel shaped cup is orange to its base
and is sun resistant. 02-483 $40.00 each.
FERRAL (Jackson) 4Y-O L 18" (69/70 x H. Reeve Slg.) A late
flowering large yellow and orange double that has the
strong straight stem to support it. Three to four layers
of thick rounded petals with the half length corona segments showing plenty of color. 04-469 $38.00 each.
NOWRA (Jackson) 2W-R LM 18" (Hartz x Potent) A bright
flower with a red bowl cup contrasting with the glistening pure white perianth. The broadly ovate back
petals almost touch and the inner ovate petals are only
slightly narrower. 02-115 $18.00 each.

WANNABE (Jackson) 4W-YYP L 15" (Unknown x Chios) A
later flowering very full pink double showing a lot of its
pink color. A flat perianth that is inclined to reflex
before the almost half length corona segments that are
yellow at their base with the pastel pink rim the dominant color. Very strong stem. 04-613 $22.00 each.
(1}14-1Z
A-10 CrANG (Jackson) 4Y-Y M 18" (285/77 x unnumbered slg)
A good show flower that was a premier double at the
world convention show at Christ Church. Good stem
and stance. Up to three whorls of rounded petals. The
corona segments are a slightly deeper yellow without
too much confusion. 04-411 $28.00 each.
WOOLAROO (Jackson) 4W-WWP E 16" (Unknown x
Chios) An early flowering pink double that always
has pollen. The corona segments are almost the same
length as the petals and are a pale yellow fading to
white with a pastel pink rim that is the dominant
color. 04-414 $14.00 each.

OFFICIANADO (Jackson) 3W-0 LM 18" (Hartz x 155/78) A
smooth, pure white, glistening and sparkling perianth
that contrasts with the very small flat disc cup of bright
orange, that does not burn easily. 03-442 $28.00 each.

From Jackson's Daffodils - previously listed
ACUMEN (Jackson) 2YYW-P L ((Lalita x Day Dream) x
Euphony) The broadly ovate petals are a glistening
lemon yellow with a distinct white halo; half length
cylindrical pink cup. 02-981 $14.00 each.

CHUTZPAH (Jackson) 2W-W L 22" (Thisbe x Ragamuffin) A
beautiful flat smooth even colored consistent flower
with broadly ovate petals touching at the back, and a
narrow cylindrical flared corona. 02-142 $20.00 each.

ALLEZ (Jackson) 1W-Y E 18" (135/78 x Hangfive) A slightly smaller but early flowering smooth and consistent
pure white and bright yellow bicolor with broadly
ovate petals. The imposing trumpet is flared and
frilled. 01-975 $10.00 each.

CLUBMAN (Jackson) 1W-Y E 16" (Helsal x 36/75) An early
flowering and long lasting show cultivar with broadly
ovate pure white petals. The well-proportioned cylindrical trumpet has a flare and slight frill, it is a bright
lemon color that does not stain the perianth. Strong
and healthy. 01-453 $16.00 each.

BANKER (Jackson) 2Y-0 EM 18". (217/89 x Janz) Four fifth
length orange corona, a very consistent and excellent show
flower that has won many awards. 02-987 $29.00 each.

DEMMO (Jackson) 2Y-0 E 19" (Silcock slg no Rw 2/761 x 5/77)
A good bright long lasting and almost sun-proof flower.
Looks like and occasionally measures trumpet. The ovate
petals are flat and smooth. The cylindrical cup or trumpet is bright orange to its base. 02-969 $8.00 each.

BIONIC (Jackson) 2Y-O LM 22" (Rabid x 141/87) A laterflowering yellow red with a pronounced orange flush in
the perianth. The cup shaped corona is a bright orange
color. 02-800 $16.00 each.
BRINDABELLA (Jackson) 4Y-Y E 16" (3/74 x 284/80) A deep
golden yellow double with three layers of petals and the
two-third length petaloids an even darker yellow. An
early show double with strong stem, good stance, that
has set seed. 04-387 $15.00 each.

HABIT (Jackson) 1Y-Y E 22" (3/74 x Ricom) An early flowering consistently smooth and vigorous all yellow trum/pet that produces excellent show blooms. The petals are
t./ broadly ovate, overlapping back and almost touching in
the front. The funnel shaped corona is flared and
frilled. 01-974 $14.00 each.
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From Jackson's Daffodils - previously listed (cont.)
HASSLE (Jackson) 2W-Y M 18". Cup opens yellow, but

RANSOM (Jackson) 4YYW-P L 18" (Daydream x Tavelle) A

soon changes to an apricot color. The petals are
smooth shovel shaped with good overlap. The cup is
bell shaped with a ruffled rim. 02-644 $5.00 each.

yellow pink double with two layers of yellow petals with a
narrow halo of white at their base. The petaloids open
yellow soon changing to pink. It always has a style and is
fertile. 04-987 $22.00 each.

HUON CHIEF (Jackson) 4W-Y L (Blodfier x Tavelle) A very full
,---double with bright lemon petaloids that stands well on a
medium length strong stem. A very consistent flower that
• won its class in Launceston 1987. 04-852 $9.00 each.

SUREWIN (Jackson) 4W-R EM 16" (Gay Side x unknown
double) A full formal double with five to six layers of
pure white petals that almost hide the short bright red
petaloids except in the very center of the flower. A consistently good show bloom. 04-988 $32.00 each.

IMPECCABLE (Jackson) 2Y-Y E 17" (3/74 x Abona) A golden yellow with the cup only just shorter than the petals.
A plane perianth, a blend of double triangular and
rounded. Has very broadly ovate petals, overlapping at
the back and almost touching in the front. The cylindrical trumpet ends with a slight frill. A very, very consistent and outstanding show flower. Pictured on page 19.
02-834 $60.00 each.

TAO (Jackson) 3Y-O M 22" (Pzaz x Odulation) A midseason
small cup with very broadly ovate petals that overlap
at the back giving a flat rounded perianth. The cup
shaped corona is a bright orange. 03-974 $23.00 each.

TERMINATOR (Jackson) 2Y-R E 18". An early flowering
KOOMOOLOO (Jackson) 2W-W M 18" (Who's-who x 12/79) A

yellow-red with consistently good form. The bright
red cylindrical cup is two thirds the length of the
petals and has a slight frill. The broadly ovate petals
have a noticeable red flush. An excellent show flower.
02-125 $26.00 each.

large pure white with a flat plane perianth and a narrow
cylindrical cup with a straight edge that is only just
shorter than the petals. 02-484 $16.00 each.

KURREWA (Jackson) 1W-W M 16" (Far Fetched x Delight)
The plane perianth of broadly ovate petals of thick substance. The cylindrical trumpet is the same pure white
as the petals and ends with a frilled flare. Very consistent and strong grower. 01-458 $25.00 each.

TRUCULENT (Jackson) 3W-WWY M 25" (118/82 x 220/78)

A

tall large flower with rounded perianth of very
ovate petals that can touch in the front and overlap at
the back. The bowl shaped cup has a very distinct
narrow golden yellow rim. Very smooth and consistent. 03-128 $28.00 each.

MUSTER (Jackson) 4W-O EM 18" (Toya x Glowing Red) A
very showy bright and extremely long lasting flower that
is good for show and garden. Three layers of white petals
with bright orange petaloids. 04-985 $15.00 each.

TWERP (Jackson) 1W-P EM 22" (Vivacious x Valiant) A
pastel pink trumpet that is funnel shaped and flared.
The petals are broadly ovate and the same length as
the trumpet. 01-360 $14.00 each.

NONCHALANT (Jackson) 3Y-GYY LM 57 cm. (250/78 x
Lemonade) A very good bright yellow flower with a round
perianth of broad shovel shaped petals overlapping in the
back and with the front almost touching. The petals are
almost the same bright color as the cup. The cup is flared
and frilled with a deep green eye. 03-837 $9.00 each.

OOMPH (Jackson) 2W-P M 20" (Vahu x Precocious) A striking flower which is what you would hope for with this
cross. Very broadly ovate petals, overlapping and touching, of pure white. A most colorful funnel shaped and
frilled corona of bright pink. 02-462 $25.00 each.

OOPS (Jackson) 2W-Y EM 19" (118/82 x 224/79) A tall
flower of classical form with it's broadly ovate petals
touching back and front. The short cup with its plain
even rim is yellow throughout. Most measure division 2.
02-497 $21.00 each.

ADDITIONAL POPULAR CULTIVARS
BLITZ
BOZELY
VUCHAN
EPONA
EXTROVERT
MACHAN
RELENTLESS
BEA LEGEND
ZUMDISH

1laW-Y
1Y-Y
1Y-Y
3W-GRR

1YYW-WWY
2Y-Y

1Y-P
2W-W
4W-O

11-846
01-830
01-848
03-803
01-849
02-853
01-839
02-841
04-844

$11.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$12.00
$8.00
$7.00
$12.00

OTAGO (Jackson) 4W-Y L 18" (Evans slg x 244/75) A large
very very full double that has the strong stiff stem necessary to carry it. It has seven or more layers of petals and
two third length yellow petaloids. 04-408 $17.00 each.

INTRODUCTORY COLLECTION
For the newer customer who may not have grown
Jacksons' cultivars.

PAEAN (Jackson) 1Y-Y EM 19" (Sasham x Scipio) A consistent smooth yellow trumpet with plane shovel
shaped petals and a cylindrical flared trumpet, slightly darker in color than the petals. Stands well on a
tall stem. 01-986 $18.00 each.

Blitz
Bozely
Buchan

PUNTER (Jackson) 2W-Y E 23" (Calleva x Pieman) A very
smooth and consistent show flower that is very early
for its division. The back petals ovate, the inner narrower. The lemon yellow of the straight cylindrical
corona does not stain the perianth. Stands well on a
tall stem and is a good grower. 02-976 $14.00 each.

Demmo
Epona
Hassle
Zumdish

99-106 one bulb each for $37.00
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Trruntrg 6arben
Over the years of our hybridizing program, the goal of excellence in show flowers has been a high priority. At the same time, color intensity in various combinations, and good health has been a long time goal as well. Seedlings have been hybridized and selected on this
basis. The following named cultivars have proven themselves as fine garden flowers. They have been observed for a period of years
to substantiate consistency and a number of them are also of exhibition quality.

Future Muibt - Marbtxt
Page 4 — Starbrook; Page 14 — Cedar Hills, Supreme Empire;
Page 15 — Domingo, Icelandic Pink, Shrike; Page 18 — Desert Bells, Scarlet Rim;
Page 19 — Pink Formal, Presidential Pink
For descriptions location, please see index — inside back cover.

mut jifirrfurrs fur tile (6arkrett
COUNTRY GARDEN (Mitsch) 1999 2W-P M 18". Broad peri-

SONAR (Havens) 2000 2Y-YRR EM 17". Beautifully clear yel-

anth segments of clean white, beautiful rosy pink half
length corona with frilled rim. Heavy substance and
excellent health. 02-113 $4.00 each.

low broad flat perianth. Half length cup shaped corona of
the same color with a broad band of brilliant orange red.
Bright coloration, heavy substance and vigorous habit
make it ideal for the garden. 02-633 $7.00 each.

DOMINGO (Mitsch) 1999 4W-R L 18". An exceptional flower

TEMPLE STAR (previously Neon Lights) (Havens) 1999

for the garden with capability for show. Medium size
double with pure white smooth broad perianth segments
and petaloids of white and orange red. Delightful spicy
fragrance. Some years it produces a rough bulb.
Pictured on page 15. 04-819 $12.00 each.

3WWY-YYO L 18". Rounded, very white, very broad
perianth with a bit of yellow at the juncture to the
cup. Short flat yellow corona with a thin scalloped
margin of red orange. Very spectacular and vigorous.
03-668 $7.00 each D.

JET PINK (Mitsch) 1999 2W-P LM 16". Deep mid pink

WILDERNESS (Havens) 2000 llaW-P/W EM 14". Broad

corona ruffled at the margin, with ovate slightly informal perianth of white, developing a distinct pink cast
most years. Pink color in the perianth is climate
dependent and may not show at all in some climates.
02-440 $5.00 each D.

white perianth segments. Corona is split, sometimes in
three sections and sometimes in six. Clear pink, becoming darker near the rim and irregular white flecks on the
edges of the sections. Very unusual, healthy plant and
rapid increaser, makes this a fine addition for the garden.
11-903 $5.00 each D.

Nantrb &titillate — C arbru
UNUSUAL COLOR COMBINATION

WHITES

COCKATIEL (Mitsch) 1989 2W-WPW M 17". White round-

BLUE MOUNTAINS (Mitsch) 2W-W M 13". All white trumpet shaped long corona with flat white perianth. Blooms
profusely, making a beautiful clump or mass planting.
Vigorous increaser. 02-750 $4.00 each.

ed perianth about half covered by the flat cup which
has a white center, broad pink band and white edge, a
unique and pleasing color combination. A good grower.
02-475 $6.00 each.

MYSTERIOUS (Mitsch) 1983 2W-W LM 22". Rounded white

SENIOR BALL (Mitsch) 2W-WPP M 17". Clean white peri-

perianth; flat pinwheel cup opens creamy yellow, turning
white. 02-255 $3.00 each.

anth, ovate, somewhat pointed; flat, laciniated corona of
brilliant pink shading to white at the base. Excellent for
garden and cutting. 02-764 $5.00 each D.

RUSSIAN CHIMES (Mitsch) 5W-W. Small pendent white
flowers, generally 1-2 per stem. Taller than most of its
type. An excellent flower that is unique for the garden.
05-683 $4.00 each D.

SWEET ORANGE (Havens) 1997 2Y-O M 13". A very distinctive flower with unusual color combination. Bright
orange flared and rolled corona; flat lemon perianth.
Excellent garden flower and possibly useful for show.
02-922 $6.00 each.

Tis we who be of simple mind
And work in gardens, always find

YOUNG LOVE (Mitsch) 2W-PPY LM 19". A most unusual color, this has been an excellent doer and a
favorite type with many gardeners. The large flat
corona of pink, with an underlay of lavender, and
rimmed with amber yellow band, is set off by the
broad white perianth. 02-943 $5.00 each.

While bending o'er the lowly sod
The gifts and handiwork of God.
GEM
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Nalnett

- 6artren (rout)

PINKS

RED CUPS

CONCERTINA (Mitsch) 1991 2W-P LM 18". Large white
perianth of heavy substance; flared and frilled rich pink
corona. 02-591 $5.00 each D.

DISTANT DRUMS (Mitsch) 1992 2Y-R E 18". Long brilliant
orange red corona, flared and ruffled at the margin, is in
contrast to a bright yellow perianth. Excellent grower.
02-609 $5.00 each D.

DECEMBER BRIDE (Havens) 1993 llaW-P M 16". White perianth; mid pink split corona, which lies flat on perianth.
11-634 $6.00 each D.

HOOPOE (Mitsch) 1979 8Y-O M 18" (pronounced hoo-poo).
A medium sized flower borne in groups of two or three,
or more on a stem. Rounded yellow perianths and
orange crowns. A good grower and increaser as well as
being very fragrant. 08-400 $3.00 each.

FRENCH PRAIRIE (Mitsch) 2W-P EM. 17". A well formed
long pink corona of beautiful rosy pink; flat white broad
shovel shaped perianth. A welcome addition to the garden and capable for show. 02-920 $5.00 each D.

IMPETUOUS (Mitsch) 4W-R L 16". Rounded full symmetrical double of pure white with orange-red petaloids.
04-818 $6.00 each D.

JUNE BRIDE (Havens) llaW-P LM 15". Beautifully colored
pure pink ruffled corona splits evenly into well formed
spade shaped perianth. Has potential for showing as
well as in the garden. 11-989 $7.00 each D.

SPINNING FIRE (Mitsch) 1996 2Y-R EM 18". Clean bright yellow perianth with a 3/4 length frilled cup of brilliant
orange. Blooms early in the season. Increases rapidly.
02-796 $4.00 each.

PINK DECLARATION (Mitsch/Havens) 1987 2W-P LM 18".
Very heavy substance throughout, broad white perianth;
flared ruffled deep pink corona. 02-284 $4.00 each.

BI-COLOR (White & Yellow)

PINK FIRE (Mitsch) 2W-P M 18". Deep rosy red-pink ruffled corona accentuated by a very broad rounded perianth; a bit earlier than most of the deep red pinks.
02-794 $4.00 each D.

GREAT NORTHERN (Havens) 1996 2WWY-Y EM 18".
Bright 3/4 length corona of deep butterscotch yellow,
bordering on orange, with a very flat perianth of white
with a yellow halo. Vigorous and excellent increaser.
02-782 $4.00 each.

PINK SPARKLER (Mitsch/Havens) 1987 2W-P LM 18". Broad
white perianth; bright apricot pink flat ruffled cup interspersed with white markings. 02-291 $4.00 each.

MOUNTAIN BLUE BIRD (Mitsch) 1998 3W-Y L. 19". Ruffled
bowl shaped bright yellow cup with pure white large
petals which partially reflex, giving the impression of
wings taking flight. A large flower with silken smooth
texture, which seems to be noticed with great interest
wherever it is displayed. 03-562 $5.00 each.

PINK SWAN (Mitsch/Havens) 1985 2W-P M 18". Large
flower with broad white perianth and baby pink corona.
02-292 $4.00 each.

LEMON AND YELLOW

SIBERIAN PINK (Mitsch) 4W-P M 18". Large white full
double interspersed with deep salmon pink petaloids;
strong stems. 04-614 $5.00 each D.

ANATOLIA (Mitsch) 2YYW-Y L 17". Beautiful large flower of
sharp lemon with a white halo on the perianth around
the corona. Late blooming flower of heavy substance.
02-781 $5.00 each.

STARFALL (Mitsch) 1988 2W-P LM 19". Broad white perianth; very flat frilled corona of pink, deeper near the
base. 02-428 $5.00 each D.

TRIPARTITE (Richard Brook) 1985 11aY-Y L 17". Two to three
perfectly formed clear sulfur yellow split corona blooms per
A prolific increaser and profuse bloomer, late and
remarkably long lasting, its health, vigor and stamina make
for an excellent garden flower. Frequent winner in shows.
Produces some odd-shaped bulbs. 11-361 $3.00 each.

WHISPERING WINDS (Mitsch) 2W-GPP LM 19". A flat
heavily ruffled cup of apricot pink, deeper near the rim,
nearly covers a broad white perianth. Corona color is
accentuated with a deep green eye. Excellent flower for
cutting and growing in clumps. 02-942 $5.00 each D.

SPECIAL PINK GIFT COLLECTION
for the GARDEN

GARDEN GIFT COLLECTION
Blue Mountains
Hoopoe
Crown Gold
Impetuous
Dainty Miss
Lemon Sprite
Distant Drums
Pink Fire
Triparite

French Prairie
Presidential Pink
Owyhee
Queen City
Pink Formal
Strawberry Soda
Supreme Empire

99-104 one bulb each for $25.00

99-105 one bulb each for $27.00

- value $36.00 -

- value $37.00 -

Guide for Garden Flowers->
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Guide for Garden Flowers
The following have proven themselves to be good candidates for the garden. Many of them are dual purpose in that they are
good for exhibition as well. This is not an exclusive list, but the following are excellent choices. E=early L=late
—For pricing and item number, please check catalogue listing. (Index — inside back cover.)
PINKS - Cedarbird, Choral Music, Cockatiel, Concertina,
Dawn Blush, Dawncrest (E), December Bride, Decoy,
French Prairie, Icelandic Pink, Irresistible, June Bride,
Macushla, Owyhee, Pink Angel, Pink Declaration, Pink Fire,
Pink Formal, Pink Migration, Pink Sparkler, Pink Swan, Pink
Tango, Presidential Pink, Senior Ball, Shrike, Siberian Pink,
Starfall, Strawberry Soda (E), Supreme Empire, Tangent,
Tropic Isle, Whispering Winds, Young Love.

GREEN EYES - Cedar Hills, Class Act, Clearwater,
Delightful, Emerald Pink, Jade, Oregon Green, Starthroat,
Verdant Meadow, Whispering Winds.

WHITES - Many whites open light cream or yellow and develop whiteness and substance with maturity - Blue Mountains,
Dainty Miss, Mission Bells, Mysterious, Russian Chimes.

RED OR ORANGE CUPS - Afterthot (L), Bittern, Crown
Gold, Distant Drums, Hoopoe, Impetuous, Oregon Beauty,
Red Aria (L), Scarlet Rim, Spinning Fire, Starbrook, Sweet
Orange, Zulu (L).

YELLOWS - Gold Beach, Gold Sails, Pizarro, Rapture,
Tripartite (L).

REVERSE BICOLORS - Opens yellow & cup turns white
with maturity - Lark, Lemon Brook, Lemon Sprite, Lemon
Tarts, Pay Day (L), Pineapple Prince.

BICOLORS - White & Yellow - Doak's Stand, Galactic,
Great Northern, Mountain Bluebird.

LEMONS - Anatolia.

Scent
BEGINNER'S COLLECTION

It is realized that fragrance will vary as to local climatic
growing conditions. At this point, the following have
demonstrated a consistent type of fragrance as we have
observed in our fields.

We wish to offer a sample collection containing representatives of various colors and types. The collection will
include at least 8 selected varieties with a total value
exceeding $40.00 per collection. Each variety will be
labeled and packaged individually. Description and value
can be located in catalogue. To allow greater variance
with regard to color and flower type, a few varieties not
listed in catalogue may be used in which case the description and bulb will be placed on individual package. The
overall goal is to give general representation of our bulbs.
99-100

Acceleration, Colonial Treasure, Desert Bells, Falconet,
Fiona Jean, Hoopoe, Independence Day, Lemon Sprite, Mot
Mot, N. jonquilla, Oregon Bells, Perpetuation, Regeneration,
Ringing Bells, Rosegarden.

ROCKERY PLANTS - April Peach, April Tears (L), Dainty
Miss, Desert Bells, N. jonquilla, Rapture, Skater's Waltz,
Treasure Waltz (E), Viennese Waltz (E), Wings of Freedom,
Winter Waltz (E).

$30.00

Notes:
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SEEDLING MIXTURES
1.

A "seedling" is defined as an unnamed daffodil. These bulbs are blooming size. All of our mixtures contain selected
seedlings of several years and have been considered in the final selection process.

2.

In each of the mixtures of a dozen or more, extras will be included. - Please note prices includes postage which is a major
factor.

Pink Split Corona Seedling Mixture
For The Garden
Most of our hybridizing work with split
coronas has been within various pink
hues, pastel to intense coloration; and
forms, from heavily ruffled to quite flat.
These are selected and have been
observed over a number of years for consistency. However, as in most split coronas, it is possible that on occasion in
some climatic conditions, a minute number may not split fully. Bulbs are picked
at random and there is possibility of
some duplication. Please note picture of
Pink Formal, page 19, for basic form of a
pink split corona. We wish to re-emphasize that the above are selected seedlings
and the price reflects postage.
99-124 6 bulbs for $7.00

Newer Pink Seedling Mixture

Seedling Better Mixture

These pinks have undergone a rigorous
selection process and each is of high
quality. They have been selected for
show form and coloration, and some primarily for their unusual pink coloration
in different groupings. There are possibilities of bright red pinks, pink and yellows, rimmed pinks and standard pinks.
Again, there may be duplication foi. they
are chosen at random from seedling lots
from pink breeding. We wish to reemphasize that the above are selected
seedlings and the price reflects postage.

These bulbs are blooming size and of
considerable merit, for each has under-

$14.50 per dozen

99-119 $12.00 per dozen

$53.00 per 50 (Lots of color)

99-120 $45.00 per 50 (Lots of variety)

99-121
99-122

gone a rigorous selection process of several years. There is a possibility of
duplication, especially when two or
more dozen are involved. Generally, the
mixture contains most any color
arrangement and type. We wish to
emphasize these are selected seedlings,
not a general mixture, and the price
reflects postage.

POSSIBILITIES FOR INTERMEDIATES
In recent years, there has been growing interest in smaller flowers and a number of shows have special classes to enter
intermediates. Following is a list of a number of our originations, which we feel may qualify for the intermediate size.
Cool Pink, Coral Springs, Deference, Delightful, Emerald Light, Jade, La Traviata, Lemon Honey, Magic Step, Pink China,
Red Sheen, Scarlet Tanager, Ticonderoga, Treasure Waltz, Verdant Meadow.

WORLD PEACE (Havens) 5Y-Y L 10" (Hillstar x N. triandrus var. triandrus) Y93/3. An especially nicely formed
lemon yellow flower with distinctive Division 5 traits. Precisely formed bell shaped corona is a bit lighter than
the evenly reflexed broad perianth segments. Two to three per stem. There are many from this cross under
observation, ranging from white to yellow, most of exceptional form and possessing light jonquil fragrance. In
1997, it was entered at the show at Longwood Gardens in a Division 5 collection, which won the Purple Ribbon,
this seedling winning the Rose Ribbon. To be available in the future. Our hopes and prayers are for World Peace.
Pictured on page 19.

GENERALIZATION OF DAFFODIL CLASSIFICATION
(as defined by the Royal Horticulture Society)
Color codes are as follows: white or whitish W, green G, yellow Y, pink P, orange 0, red R.
Division 1 - TRUMPET - one flower to a stem; trumpet at least as long as perianth segments. Division 2 - LARGE - CUPPED - one flower
to a stem; corona more than 1/3, but less than equal to the length of the perianth segments. Division 3 - SMALL-CUPPED - one flower to
a stem; corona not more than 1/3 the length of the perianth segments. Division 4 - DOUBLES - doubling of the perianth segments or the
corona or both. Division 5 - TRIANDRUS - usually two or more pendent flowers to a stem; perianth segments reflexed. Division 6 CYCLAMINEUS - one flower to a stem; perianth segments significantly reflexed, flower at an acute angle to the stem with a very short neck.
Division 7 - JONQUILLA - usually one to three flowers to a rounded stem; leaves narrow, dark green; perianth segments spreading or
reflexed; flowers usually fragrant. Division 8 - TAZETTA - usually 3-20 flowers to a stout stem; leaves broad; perianth segments spreading
not reflexed; flowers fragrant. Division 9 - POETICUS - usually one flower to a stem; perianth segments pure white; corona usually discshaped, with a green or yellow center and red rim. Division 10 - BULBOCODIUM - usually one flower to a stem; perianth segments insignificant compared with dominant corona. Division 11 - SPLIT-CORONAS - corona split rather than lobed and usually for more than half its
length. Division 12 - MISCELLANEOUS - all daffodils not falling into any one of the previous. Division 13 - SPECIES. Classification for daffodils is composed of division number, color of perianth - color of corona.
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Order Information
Nearly all bulbs sent out are double nose except in the case of miniatures, most of which are rounds. Some tazettas and species
hybrids produce primarily rounds as well. If ordering for the first time, please note that bulbs will vary in size as to their variety
and genetic makeup. All bulbs are hand cleaned, graded and selected. We are personally involved in growing and caring for all of
our bulbs from planting and harvest to order filling and shipping on our Oregon farm. The smallness of our business permits the
preceding. All of our bulb offerings are subject to crop.
1. Please include Item Number on order blank. (Number preceding Price . . . . i.e. Cedarbird - 02-528 $7.00 each.) Each of the
collections will have an individual Item Number just preceding price as well.
2.

Customer Number is on your address label if you have ordered recently. Please hand write it on the order blank or affix the
label from your catalog cover onto the order blank. It is especially important to have your correct, current address for bulb
shipment.

3.

"D": "D" means bulbs are subject to discount if they qualify and order is sent by May 15 in the United States. If eligible
discount is not taken, we will include extra bulbs.

4.

Payment: Please send payment with order and make check or money order payable to Mitsch Daffodils. We also accept
credit cards as indicated on our order form.

5.

Postage and Handling: Prices quoted include postage on catalog orders $20.00 and over. Orders less than $20.00 to one
address, please add $4.00 for handling. If total gift selection is less than $20.00, per location, please include $4.00 handling for
each address. Postage is a major factor.

6.

Acknowledgment: Orders $20.00 and over and received before August 1 will be automatically acknowledged.

7.

Extra Copies of Order: We encourage the writing of an extra copy of your order to be retained for personal reference upon
receipt of bulb shipment. If there should be a question concerning your order, please do not hesitate to contact us immediately.

8.

Substitution: It is not our policy to freely substitute; however, on occasion, a variety is sold out. In this case, a similar substitute of
equal or greater value may be made. Please advise on order blank if we may substitute. If you should have any special
instructions, please place on order blank as well. It is most important to us that we respect your wishes. On orders sent
after August 1, alternate choices should be listed.

9.

Order Date: The bulk of the orders are arriving during the spring and early summer, so we encourage early orders to avoid
disappointment. Orders received by August 1 will include extra bulb at least 10% order value.

10. Shipping Rotation: Bulbs are shipped by Parcel Post and United Parcel Service. We endeavor to send orders in rotation as
received with the complete shipping process starting the first week of September. Orders arriving during July through
September will have a good chance of being shipped during the month of October, for spring and early summer orders
deserve our first attention.
11. Bulb Care: It is our goal to send out good quality bulbs and if upon receipt, they prove otherwise, please notify us immediately.
If ordering for the first time or if one is a beginner, please read complete culture sheet when order first arrives for general
advisement. Due to the value of the bulbs, every effort to avert disappointment is important.
Gift orders: In recent years, an increasing number of requests to send bulbs as gifts has been received. We are very pleased
to do this and will enclose a card with bulbs if desired, indicating they are a gift from you. Each gift order under $20.00, please
add $4.00 for handling. Collections and Mixtures are excellent choices for gifts, especially for a new gardening friend.
Gift certificates are available. If you wish a catalog sent with the gift certificate, please advise.
Thank you very much.
Special Needs: If there are any special garden club needs, please do not hesitate to contact us. It is greatly appreciated if
requests can be made early in the season to facilitate good service.

FLORAL NOTE CARDS AND POSTCARDS
We have note and postcards (displaying individual daffodil photographs) available. Photography quality is similar to
pictures in catalog.
99-NOTEA Set of 8 assorted daffodil note cards—$4.00 per set + $1.00 postage & handling /set = $5.00
99-POSTA Set of 8 assorted daffodil postcards—$2.50 per set + $. 50 postage & handling / set = $3.00
- Overseas customer, please note insert in your catalog.
- Cards will be sent immediately upon receipt of order.
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INDEX OF NAMES
ACCELERATION
ACE
ACUMEN
AFAFURA
AFFIRMATION
AFTERTHOT
AKEPA
ALASKAN FOREST
ALL AMERICAN
ALLEZ
AMADEUS
AMERICAN CLASSIC
AMERICAN DREAM
AMERICAN FRONTIER
AMERICAN GOLD FINCH
AMERICAN HERITAGE
AMERICAN SHORES
AMY LINEA
ANATOLIA
ANCESTOR
ANGELIC CHOIR
ANGEL SILK
ANVIL CHORUS
APRIL PEACH
APRIL TEARS
ARROWHEAD
ASHMORE
ASTROPINK
AUTUMN GOLD
BANKER
BANTAM
BARBET
BEAUTIFUL DREAM
BEBOP
BERCEUSE
BIONIC
BITTERN
BLITZ
BLUE MOUNTAINS
BLUE STAR
BON BON
BOZELY.
BRIDAL CHORUS
BRIGHT CANDLE
BRINDABELLA
BUCHAN
CANTERBURY
CARIB
CATALYST
CAZIQUE
CEDARBIRD
CEDAR HILLS
CENTRE VILLE
CHERRY BOUNCE
CHRISTMAS VALLEY
CHUKAR
CHUTZPAH
CITRON
CLASS ACT
CLASS RING
CLAVIER
CLEARWATER
CLUBMAN
COCKATIEL
COLORNIAL TREASURE
COLONIAL WHITE
COLOR MAGIC
CONCERTINA
CONESTOGA
COOL EVENING
COOL PINK
COOL WHITE
CORAL CROWN
CORAL SPRINGS
CORNELL
COTINGA
COUNTRY GARDEN
CREATION
CROWN GOLD
CRYSTAL STAR
CULMINATION
DAINTY MISS
DAWN BLUSH
DAWNCREST
DECEMBER BRIDE
DECOY
DEFERENCE
DELIGHTFUL
DEMMO
DENALI

6 0to 4.4.--

7
7
24
24
7
7
7
7
7
24
7
7
7
7
5
7
7
8
27
5
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
24
8
8
8
8
8
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8
25
26
8
8
25 I
8
8
24
25
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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9
9
9
9
9
24
26
9
9
9
27
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
26
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
27
10
10
10
24
10

DESERT BELLS
DI HARD
DISTANT DRUMS
DOAK'S STAND
DOMINGO
DRONGO
EASTER SURPRISE
ELEGANT LADY
ELIXIR
ELLUSIVE
EMERALD EMPIRE
EMERALD LIGHT
EMERALD PINK
EMPEROR'S WALTZ
ENGAGEMENT RING
ENTENTE
EPONA
EQUATION
EUPHONIC GRACE
EXECUTIVE PINK
EXTROVERT
FAIRY CHIMES
FALCONET
FERRAL
FERTILE CRESCENT
FERTILE PLAINS
FINITE
FIONA JEAN
FIRESTAR
FIRST FORMAL
FIRST IMPRESSION
FLIGHT
FREEDOM RINGS
FRENCH PRAIRIE
GALACTIC
GHOST DANCER
GILEAD
GOLD BEACH
GOLD CHAIN
GOLD COIN
GOLDEN POND
GOLD SAILS
GOLD VELVET
GRADUATION
GREAT NORTHERN
GREEK COLUMN
GULL
HABIT
HARVARD
HASSLE
HEARTLAND
HOOPOE
HUON CHIEF
ICE DIAMOND
ICELANDIC PINK
IDEALISM
IMPECCABLE
IMPETUOUS
INDEPENDENCE DAY
INTEGER
IROQUOIS
IRRESISTABLE
JADE
JET PINK
JOHNNIE WALKER
JUNE BRIDE
JUNIOR PROM
KOOMOOLOO
KURREWA
LALIQUE
LARK
LA TRAVIATA
LEMON BROOK
LEMON HONEY
LEMON LYRIC
LEMON SAILS
LEMON SPARKS
LEMON SPRITE
LEMON SUPREME
LEMON TARTS
LEXINGTON GREEN
LIEBESLIED
LIFE
LIME CHIFFON
LIMEQUILLA
LIMEY CIRCLE
LORIKEET
LYREBIRD
MACHAN
MAGELLAN

10
24
27
10
26
10
10
10
10
24
10
5
10
10
11
24
25
11
11
11
25
11
11
24
5
5
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
27
11
11
5
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
27
11
11
24
12
25
12
27
25
12
12
12
25
27
12
12
12
12
12
26
12
27
12
25
25
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
5
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
25
13

MAGIC LANTERN
5
MAGIC STEP
13
MARQUE
13
MASADA
13
MAYA DYNASTY
13
MEADOW LAKE
'13
MILLIE GALYON
13
MINUTE WALTZ
13
MISSION BELLS
13
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
13
MISTY MORNING
16
MOLTEN LAVA
16
MONITOR
16
MOONFLIGHT
16
MOTMOT
16
MOUNTAIN BLUEBIRD
27
MUSTER
25
MYSTERIOUS
26
N. JONQUILLA
16
NATURAL BEAUTY
5
NIGHT HAWK
16
NIGHT LIFE
16
NILE
16
NONCHALANT
25
NORDIC RIM
16
NOWRA
24
OFFICIANDO
24
ON EDGE
16
OOMPH
25
OOPS
25
ORCHARD PLACE
16
OREGON BEAUTY
16
OREGON BELLS
16
OREGON CEDAR
5
OREGON GREEN
16
OREGON LIGHTS
16
OREGON PIONEER
16
OREGON ROSE
16
ORYX
16
25
OTAGO
17
OUZEL
OWYHEE
17
17
OXFORD
17
PACIFIC RIM
PAEAN
25
PASTELINE
17
PAY DAY
17
PERFECT SPRING
17
PERIPHERAL PINK
17
PERPETUATION
17
PHALAROPE
17
PHOENICIAN
17
PIANO CONCERTO
17
PINEAPPLE PRINCE
17
PINK ANGEL
17
PINK BOMB
17
PINK CHINA
17
PINK DECLARATION
27
PINK EVENING
17
PINK FIRE
27
PINK FORMAL ........... , .
17
PINK GLACIER
17
PINK HOLLY
17
PINK ICE
17
PINK SAILS
5
PINK SATIN
17
PINK SILK
20
PINK SPARKLER
27
PINK SWAN
27
PINK TANGO
20
PINK VALLEY
20
PITTSBURGH SOMEPLACE SPECIAL 20
PIZARRO
20
POPS LEGACY
20
POTENTIAL
20
PRESIDENTIAL PINK
20
PRINCETON
20
PROSPERITY
20
PROTOCOL
20
PUNCHLINE
20
PUNTER
25
QUEEN CITY
20
RAZADAZ.
24
RANSOM
25
RAPTURE
20
RASPBERRY CREME
20
RED ARIA
20
RED DIAMOND
20
RED SHEEN
20
REFRAIN
20

REGENERATION
RELENTLESS
RINGING BELLS
ROSEGARDEN
RUBY RIM
RUBY ROMANCE
RUBY STAR
RUSSIAN CHIMES
SCARLET CHORD
SCARLET RIM
SCARLET TANAGER
SEAFOAM
SEA LEGEND
SENIOR BALL
SERENE SEA
SHOWBIZ
SHRIKE
SIBERIAN PINK
SILENT PINK
SILVER FALLS
SKATER'S WALTZ
SKYFIRE
SMOOTH SAILS
SONAR
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY
SPINNING FIRE
SPRING CHIMES
SPRING MORN
SPRING SENSATION
SPRING TONIC
STARBROOK
STARFALL
STARTHROAT
STAR WISH
STRAIGHT ARROW
STRAWBERRY SODA
SUAVE
SUNDAY CHIMES
SUPREME EMPIRE
SUREWIN
SWEDISH FJORD
SWEDISH SEA
SWEET ORANGE
SWIFT ARROW
SWIFT CURRENT
TANGENT
TAO
TEAL
TEMPLE STAR
TERMINATOR
THE BENSON
TICONDEROGA
TREASURE WALTZ
TRIGONOMETRY
TRIPARTITE
TROPIC ISLE
TRUCULENT
TRUMPET WARRIOR
TWERP
VELOCITY
VELVET SPRING
VERDANT MEADOW
VIENNA WOODS
VIENNESE WALTZ
WALDEN POND
WAMPUM
WANNABE
WARBLER
WATER COLOR
WHETSTONE
WHETSTONE TRIBUTE
WHIRLAWAY
WHISPERING WINDS
WHITE TIE
WILDERNESS
WINGS OF FREEDOM
WINTER EVENING
WINTER WALTZ
WIZBANG
WOODSTAR
WOODTHRUSH
WOOLAROO
WORLD PEACE
YALE
YOUNG AMERICAN
YOUNG LOVE
ZULU
ZUMDISH

ett

Cr

21
25
21
21
21
21
21
26
21
21
21
21
25
26
21
21
21
27
21
21
21
5
21
26
6
27
21
21
22
22
22
27
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
25
22
22
26
22
22
22
25
22
26
25
22
6
22
22
27
23
25
23
25
23
6
23
23
23
23
24
24
23
23
23
23
23
27
23
26
23
23
23
24
23
23
24
29
23
23
26
23
25

Mr. & Mrs. R.D. Havens • P.O. Box 218 • Hubbard, Oregon 97032
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DAFFODILS Indexed by Classification
DIVISION 1
TRUMPETS
ALLEZ
AMERICAN DREAM
AMERICAN HERITAGE
AMERICAN SHORES
BOZELY
BRIDAL CHORUS
BUCHAN
CLUBMAN
CREATION
DENALI
DI HARD
DISQUIET
ELEGANT LADY
EXTROVERT
GOLD VELVET
GREEK COLUMN
HABIT
KURREWA
LIME CHIFFON
LORIKEET
MAGIC LANTERN
NILE
PAEAN
PAY DAY
PINK SILK
POPS LEGACY
POTENTIAL
PROSPERITY
RAZADAS
RELENTLESS
TEAL
TRUMPET WARRIOR
TWERP
WHETSTONE
YOUNG AMERICAN

DIVISION 2
LARGE CUPS (cont.)
1W-Y
1Y-P
1YYW-P
1Y-P
1Y-Y
1W-W
1Y-Y
1W-Y
1W-W
1W-W
1W-P
1Y-Y
1W-Y
1YYW-WWY
1Y-Y
1W-Y
1Y-Y
1W-W
1Y-GWW
1Y-P
1Y-O
1W-W
1Y-Y
1YYW-W
1W-P
1W-Y
1W-P
1Y-Y
1W-Y
1Y-P
1Y-W
1YYW-WWY
1W-P
1W-W
1YYW-WWY

DIVISION 2
LARGE CUPS
ACE
ACUMEN
AFAFURA
AFFIRMATION
AFTERTHOT
ALASKAN FOREST
ALL AMERICAN
AMADEUS
AMERICAN CLASSIC
AMERICAN FRONTIER
ANATOLIA
ANGEL SILK
ANVIL CHORUS
ASHMORE
BANKER
BANTAM
BARBET
BERCEUSE
BIONIC
BLUE MOUNTAINS
BLUE STAR
BRIGHT CANDLE
CATALYST
CEDARBIRD
CHUTZPAH
CLASS ACT
CLEARWATER
COCKATIEL
COLONIAL WHITE
COLOR MAGIC
CONCERTINA
CONESTOGA
COOL PINK
CORAL SPRINGS
COUNTRY GARDEN
CROWN GOLD
CRYSTAL STAR
CULMINATION
DAWN BLUSH
DAWNCREST
DECOY
DEFERENCE

2W-PPW
2YYW-P
2Y-O
2Y-P
2Y-YYR
2W-W
2W-R
2W-R
2Y-WYY
2Y-P
2YYW-Y
2W-W
2W-O
2W-GWW
2Y-O
2Y-YYR
2W-P
2W-P
2Y-O
2W-W
2W-W
2Y-R
2W-R
2W-P
2W-W
2W-GYW
2W-GWW
2W-WPW
2W-W
2YYW-P
2W-P
2W-GYO
2W-P
2W-WWP
2W-P
2W-O
2Y-Y
2W-P
2W-P
2W-PPW
2W-R
2Y-Y

DEMMO
DISTANT DRUMS
DOAK'S STAND
EASTER SURPRISE
EMERALD EMPIRE
ENTENTE
EUPHONIC GRACE
EXECUTIVE PINK
FIRESTAR
FIRST IMPRESSION
FLIGHT
FREEDOM RINGS
FRENCH PRAIRIE
GALACTIC
GOLD BEACH
GOLD COIN
GOLD SAILS
GRADUATION
GREAT NORTHERN
GULL
HARVARD
HASSLE
ICELANDIC PINK
IDEALISM
IMPECCABLE
IROQUOIS
IRRESISTIBLE
JET PINK
KOOMOOLOO
LARK
LEMON BROOK
LEMON HONEY
LEMON LYRIC
LEMON SAILS
LEXINGTON GREEN
MACHAN
MAGIC STEP
MAYA DYNASTY
MEADOW LAKE
MILLIE GALYON
MISTY MORNING
MONITOR
MYSTERIOUS
NIGHT HAWK
NIGHT LIFE
NOWRA
OOMPH
OOPS
OREGON CEDAR
OREGON LIGHTS
OREGON PIONEER
OWYHEE
PACIFIC RIM
PASTELINE
PERIPHERAL PINK
PHOENICIAN
PIANO CONCERTO
PINEAPPLE PRINCE
PINK BOMB
PINK CHINA
PINK DECLARATION
PINK EVENING
PINK FIRE
PINK ICE
PINK SAILS
PINK SATIN
PINK SPARKLER
PINK SWAN
PINK VALLEY
PITTSBURGH SOMEPLACE
SPECIAL
PIZARRO
PRESIDENTIAL PINK
PUNTER
QUEEN CITY
RED ARIA
REFRAIN
RUBY RIM
RUBY ROMANCE
RUBYSTAR
SCARLET CHORD

DIVISION 2
LARGE CUPS (cont.)
2Y-O
2Y-R
2W-Y
2W-GPP
2W-GWW
2Y-O
2Y-W
2W-P
2W-P
2Y-R
2W-GWW
2Y-P
2W-P
2W-YYW
2Y-Y
2Y-Y
2Y-Y
2W-WWP
2WWY-Y
2W-GWW
2Y-W
2W-Y
2W-P
2W-W
2Y-Y
2YYW-O
2Y-P
2W-P
2W-W
2Y-WWY
2YYW-W
2Y-Y
2YYW-Y
2Y-Y
2W-GWW
2Y-Y
2W-P
2Y-Y
2Y-Y
2W-R
2Y-P
2W-WWR
2W-W
2Y-O
2W-P
2W-R
2W-P
2W-Y
2W-GWW
2W-O
2Y-P
2Y-P
2Y-YYR
2W-P
2W-GWP
2W-W
2W-P
2Y-W
2W-PPR
2W-P
2W-P
2W-YWP
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2W-P
2Y-Y
2W-P
2W-Y
2W-P
20-R
2W-P
2W-WRR
2W-PPR
2W-P
2Y-R

SCARLET TANAGER
SEAFOAM
SEA LEGEND
SENIOR BALL
SILENT PINK
SILVER FALLS
SKYFIRE
SONAR
SPINNING FIRE
SPRING MORN
STARFALL
STARTHROAT
STRAWBERRY SODA
SUPREME EMPIRE
SWEDISH FJORD
SWEDISH SEA
SWEET ORANGE
TANGENT
TERMINATOR
THE BENSON
TREASURE WALTZ
VELVET SPRING
WATER COLOR
WHISPERING WINDS
WINTER EVENING
YALE
YOUNG LOVE
ZULU

DIVISION 3
SMALL CUPS (cont.)
2Y-R
2W-W
2W-W
2W-WPP
2W-P
2W-W
2W-PP/VV
2Y-YRR
2Y-R
2Y-YPP
2W-P
2W-GYW
2W-P
2W-P
2YYW-W
2Y-Y
2Y-O
2W-P
2Y-R
2Y-Y
2Y-Y
2Y-Y
2W-P
2W-GPP
2W-P
2W-YYO
2W-PPY
2Y-R

DIVISION 3
SMALL CUPS
AMY LINEA
ANCESTOR
ANGELIC CHOIR
BEAUTIFUL DREAM
CEDAR HILLS
CENTRE VILLE
CHERRY BOUNCE
CITRON
CLASS RING
COLONIAL TREASURE
COOL WHITE
CORAL CROWN
CORNELL
DELIGHTFUL
ELLUSIVE
EMERALD LIGHTS
EMERALD PINK
ENGAGEMENT RING
EPONA
FIRST FORMAL
GHOST DANCER
GOLDEN POND
HEARTLAND
JADE
JOHNNIE WALKER
LA TRAVIATA
LALIQUE
LIEBESLIED
LIMEY CIRCLE
LYREBIRD
MARQUE
MOLTEN LAVA
MOUNTAIN BLUEBIRD
NONCHALANT
NORDIC RIM
OFFICIANDO
ON EDGE
ORCHARD PLACE
OXFORD
PRINCETON
RED DIAMOND
RED SHEEN
SCARLET RIM
SERENE SEA
SHOWBIZ
SMOOTH SAILS
SPRING TONIC
STARBROOK
STARWISH

3W-GVVW
3W-YY0
3W-GYY
3W-W
3W-GYY
3Y-R
3W-R
3Y-WWY
3W-WWP
3W-GWW
3W-W
3W-P
3Y-W
3W-GYY
3W-R
3W-GYO
3W-GWP
3W-WWY
3W-GRR
3W-YWP
3W-YOY
3Y-YYO
3W-Y
3W-GVVW
3Y-Y
3Y-YYR
3Y-GYY
3W-WWP
3W-VVWY
3Y-GWW
3Y-ORR
3Y-YYR
3W-Y
3Y-GYY
3W-WWY
3W-O
3Y-GYR
3Y-YYO
3W-Y
3W-VVWY
30-R
30-R
3W-YYR
3Y-Y
3W-00W
3W-W
3Y-GYR
3Y-O
3W-GYR

SUAVE
TAO
TEMPLE STAR
TICONEROGA
TRUCULENT
VERDANT MEADOW
WALDEN POND
WHIRLAWAY
WHITE TIE

DIVISION 6
CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS
(cont.)

3Y-Y
3Y-O
3WWY-YYO
3W-Y00
3W-WWY
3W-GWW
3Y-Y
3Y-GYO
3W-W

DIVISION 4
DOUBLES
BRINDABELLA
CHUKAR
CHRISTMAS VALLEY
DOMINGO
DRONGO
ELIXIR
FERRAL
HUON CHIEF
ICE DIAMOND
IMPETUOUS
INDEPENDENCE DAY
JUNIOR PROM
LEMON SPARKS
MAGELLAN
MOONFLIGHT
MUSTER
OREGON BEAUTY
OREGON ROSE
OTAGO
RANSOM
ROSEGARDEN
SIBERIAN PINK
SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY
SPRING SENSATION
SUREWIN
TROPIC ISLE
WAMPAM
WANNABE
WIZBANG
WOOLAROO
ZUMDISH

4Y-Y
4W-O
4W-P
4W-R
4W-Y
4Y-Y
4Y-O
4W-Y
4W-W
4W-R
4W-R
4Y-R
4Y-Y
4Y-0
4Y-Y
4W-O
4Y-R
4W-P
4W-Y
4YYW-P
4W-R
4W-P
4Y-R
4W-P
4W-R
4W-P
4W-P
4W-YYP
4Y-Y
4W-WWP
4W-O

DIVISION 5
TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS
AKEPA
APRIL TEARS
CANTERBURY
FAIRY CHIMES
MISSION BELLS
RINGING BELLS
RUSSIAN CHIMES
SPRING CHIMES
SUNDAY CHIMES
SWIFT CURRENT
WOODSTAR
WORLD PEACE

5W-P
5Y-Y
5Y-Y
5Y-Y
5W-W
5W-W
5W-W
5W-W
5W-W
5W-P
5Y-YWW
5Y-Y

DIVISION 6
CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS
ARROWHEAD
CARIB
CAZIQUE
CLAVIER
COTINGA
EMPEROR'S WALTZ
FINITE
MINUTE WALTZ
OUZEL
PERFECT SPRING
PHALAROPE
PROTOCOL
RAPTURE
SKATER'S WALTZ
STRAIGHT ARROW
SWIFT ARROW
VELOCITY

6Y-R
6W-P
6W-W
6YYW-WVVY
6W-P
6Y-Y00
6W-Y
6YYW-Y
6W-1N
6Y-Y
6W-Y
6W-W
6Y-Y
6Y-Y
6Y-R
6Y-Y
6Y-R

VIENNESE WALTZ
WARBLER
WINGS OF FREEDOM
WINTER WALTZ
WOODTHRUSH

6W-Y
6Y-Y
6Y-Y
6W-P
6W-Y

DIVISION 7
JONQUIL HYBRIDS
ACCELERATION
7YYW-W
7W-GYY
AMERICAN GOLD FINCH
APRIL PEACH
7W-GPP
AUTUMN GOLD
7Y-Y
7Y-Y
BEBOP
7W-GWW
DAINTY MISS
DESERT BELLS
7W-Y
FERTILE CRESCENT
7YYW-YYW
FERTILE PLAINS
7YYW-Y
FIONA JEAN
7Y-GYY
GILEAD
7W-W
GOLD CHAIN
7Y-Y
7YYW-W
LEMON SPRITE
LEMON SUPREME
7YYW-WWY
7YYW-W
LEMON TARTS
LIFE
7YYW-Y
7W-W
LIMEQUILLA
7W-W
OREGON BELLS
7Y-GYY
OREGON GREEN
ORYX
7Y-W
7YYW-W
PERPETUATION
PINK ANGEL
7W-GWP
7W-GPP
PINK HUMMER
PUNCHLINE
7Y-YYP
7YYW-W
REGENERATION
WHETSTONE TRIBUTE
7W-P

DIVISION 8
TAZETTAS
FALCONET
HOOPOE
MOT MOT

8Y-R
8Y-O
8Y-R

DIVISION 9
POETS
BON BON
VIENNA WOODS

9W-00R
9W-R

DIVISION 11
SPLIT CORONAS
ASTROPINK
BLITZ
COOL EVENING
DECEMBER BRIDE
EQUATION
INTEGER
JUNE BRIDE
MASADA
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE
NATURAL BEAUTY
PINK FORMAL
PINK GLACIER
PINK HOLLY
PINK TANGO
RASPBERRY CREME
SHRIKE
TRIGONOMETRY
TRIPARTITE
WILDERNESS

11aW-P
11aW-Y
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aY-0
llaW-WWP
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aW-P
11aY-Y
11aW-PAN

DIVISION 12
MISCELLANEOUS
BITTERN

12Y-0

DIVISION 13
SPECIES
N. JONQUILLA

13Y-Y

